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~ ~NI student Rachel Wilson says her 
.,_,. ... .,. V{ faith in the goodness of human 
kind was strengthened as the result of 
the community's response to the plight 
of the Kosovo refugees. (See story on 
page 15) 
Such tragedies generally bring out the 
best in people and our spirits are lifted 
by these acts of generosity. But we need 
not wait for tragedy. Many acts of 
goodness and generosity, both large and 
small, happen every day thanks to our 
friends and family , colleagues and 
neighbors. We need to look around us. 
There are examples in a number of the 
stories in this issue: reaching out to 
citizens in a third world country; creating 
scholarships to improve access to 
education; addressing the problems of 
alienated and conflicted youth. We hope 
we 're doing our part to reinforce our 
readers belief in the goodness of 
humankind. 
-SMC 
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Lana Lemer. (r), discusses tbe 
presentation ofber research 
prc~ject with her.fawlty adz,isor, 
Jane Wong. 
ndergraduate research may 
seem like an oxymoron to 
some-the two just don't seem 
to go together. At UNI, 
however, undergraduates across the 
university are immersing themselves in 
research projects, and loving it. 
Undergraduate research may involve 
observing students being tutored, watching for 
subtle nuances in their behavior for clues about 
how well they're learning. Or it may be slogging 
out into a stream in hip waders, using a seine 
net to capture all the little creepy-crawly things 
that thrive in a wetland environment. It may 
even be providing health information and 
studying the health conditions of residents in a 
remote Cuban village. Whether on campus, 
around the state or thousands of miles away in a 
Students working 011 a 
study oftbe 1mter 
quali(v in lou·a lakes 
retriez,e u•ater and 
sediment samp/esji-0111 





Third World count1y , hundreds of UNI 
undergraduate students are eagerly 
taking on the extra work of a research 
project. 
Promoting undergraduate research 
has become a priority, according to 
Aaron Podolefsky, U I provost and 
vice president for academic affairs. 
"These sorts of first-hand experiences 
were rare when I was an 
undergraduate; our goal at UNI is to 
make these exciting opportunities 
available to each and eve1y student-
and we have been successfu l. " 
hen you first think of 
research, laboratories with 
people in white lab coats 
peering into microscopes may come 
to mind-but that's often not the case. 
"One thing my research project 
helped me realize is that research isn't 
just test tubes and trial and error, but 
it also can be observation," says Kari 
Benson , a senior elementa1y 
education major from Cedar Rapids. 
Benson helped write three grants for 
three separate research projects to 
study the effectiveness of the America 
Reads tutoring program, which sends 
Northern Iowa students into two 
Waterloo/ Cedar Falls area schools to 
tutor elementary students. 
"We began each study with 
observation in the tutoring sessions, 
what interactions students were 
having with their tutors , if they were 
having fun or not and what kind of 
activities they were doing," says 
Benson. "We observed really nit-picky 
things, like how many times did they 
look at the clock," tiny clues that 
Benson says helped them know if the 
students were engaged in their 
learning, or if they were anxious to 
leave. 
Even when the research materials 
do end up in the lab under a 
microscope, the students often start in 
the field , collecting their samples. In a 
$136,000 research project funded 
by the Carver Foundation to 
study the water quality in Iowa's 
lakes, 14 I undergraduate 
students are working with nine 
faculty members this summer. 
That research began in May with 
the first of many trips in a small 
boat to the middle of two Iowa 
lakes to collect water and 
sediment samples, study the 
Denise Wilkins visits with a mother 
and son after an examination 
during the Global Health Corps trip 
to Cuba . 
mosquito populations and 
examine the watershed areas 
around the lakes. The students 
are assisting in collecting the 
samples, and will be taking part in 
examining them over the next two 
years, according to William Stigliani , 
professor of chemisuy and director of 
U I's Center for Energy and 
Environmental Education. 
Stigliani says the project has an 
unusual twist, involving faculty and 
students from chemist1y, biology, 
mathematics and ea1th science. "It's 
quite rare , especially at an 
undergraduate institution, for students 
to have the experience of working on 
a multi-disciplinary team. This will 
give my chemistiy students an 
extremely broad outlook on how 
chemisuy fits into the bigger picture 
of solving environmental problems." 
Since some students go on to 
graduate school while others choose 
to start their careers after graduation, 
that multi-displinary experience will 
be va luable , according to Stigliani . ot 
only will it help the student that 
decides to go on to graduate school, 
but there also is a need for people 
who can work on multi-disciplinary 
teams in today's job market. 
nother multi-disciplina1y 
study involves faculty and 
students from orthern 
Iowa and the University of 
Iowa studying the 
comparative impact of large-scale and 
small-scale hog operations on the 
environment. In one part of the study, 
which is underwritten by the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture through a 
grant from the Fund for Rural 
America, students Teny Luecke and 
Brook Herman are working with I 
assistant professor of biology Laura 
Jackson. 
"T eny and I will be talking to 
farmers , looking through public 
records and doing some modeling to 
t1y to establish differences or 
similarities between large- and small-
scale hog operations and how they 
affect water quality," says Jackson. 
Meanwhile, Herman and a graduate 
student will be standing in the middle 
of North East and orth Central Iowa 
streams in waders this summer, 
casting a seine net to capture stream 
invertebrates, the insects and little 
creepy crawly things that live in 
streams. That will help determine 
stream health, according to Jackson. 
"We'll be comparing places with high 
livestock concentrations in large-scale 
farming operations to smaller family 
operations. We'll also look where 
manure spills have occurred, 
comparing the stream invertebrate 
communities upstream and 
downstream from the spills to find out 
how fast they're recovering their 
ecological health, if they're recovering 
at all ." 
While many of her friends are 
enjoying a more leisurely summer and 
working more traditional jobs, 
Herman, a biology major from 
Bettendorf, says she wouldn't have it 
any other way. "I was getting burnt 
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out on school and questioning 
whether I wanted to go on to 
graduate school, but now that I'm into 
the project, I love it. This is the best 
job I've ever had. " 
R esearch may take students as far away as Ghana, 
Haiti, Estonia or Cuba. 
Osceola native Denise 
Wilkins, whose 
undergraduate degree is in Spanish, is 
now working on a graduate degree in 
community health at 
UNI. As a senior, she 
was inspired by her 
international health 
class to participate in 
a Global Health 
Brook Herman sets her seine net to 
capture specimens tbat will help 
determine the effect of bog lots on 
there are 
many benefits 
for those who 
Iowa streams. 
Corps trip to Cuba. A 
program in the School of Health, 
Physical Education and Leisure Services 
within the College of Education, the 
Global Health Corps has provided 
basic health training on medical 
missions in very remote areas of 
several Third World countries. 
"We went to rural clinics that had 
very little technology and ve1y 
primitive medical equipment and 
supplies. The people in Cuba are 
rationed to half a bar of soap a month 
per family. They had poor hygiene, but 
these people did amazingly well with 
what they had," says Wilkins. "That 
was challenging, to try to teach people 
how to take care of themselves and 
prevent some of these major diseases 
without immunizations or things we 
have access to." 
Wilkins says she ended up making 
good use of her Spanish background. 
"We had arranged to have Cuban 
translators, but it turned out they didn't 
speak much English. One other student 
had a Spanish major as well. It was 
such a unique experience, that the two 
of us who could speak Spanish 
became the key translators on the trip. 
We were acting as professional medical 
translators. It turned out to be such a 
confidence builder." 
Not all students want to take on the 
extra work required for an 
undergraduate research project. Jack 
Yates, professor of psychology, says 
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do. "I happen to be a big believer in 
undergraduate research. There have 
been some studies showing that 
undergraduate students who work 
with faculty members on research are 
more likely to go to graduate school 
and are much more likely to be 
successful in whatever their career 
choice is. It can make a big 
difference." 
Lynsey Schwabrow, a junior 
psychology major from Des Moines, 
believes part of the benefit of working 
on her research on gender differences 
was gaining a faculty mentor. "You 
get to work with a faculty member 
who also gives their input on your 
research subject. It's more of a group 
discussion-you talk with them about 
your ideas, and they offer their ideas. " 
Luecke, a biology major from New 
Hampton, is working on his second 
research project with Jackson. 'Tm not 
the kind of person who would go and 
seek out a professor unless I had a 
particular question for a class. I don't 
usually go and chat with them; they're 
busy people too. Now I go to Laura 
for academic reasons, other than the 
research we're working on. It helps 
me to relate what goes on in a 
university setting, and it's helped me 
to relate to other professors, too." 
For some students, like Luecke, the 
opportunity to work on an 
undergraduate research project 
confirms the direction of their 
education. "One semester I decided I 
was interested in grad school. From 
there I found a professor to work with 
on a research project. Basically, it led 
me down a couple of different roads. I 
took an internship for a year before I 
came back to work on this second 
project and graduate. Those were all 
connections that came out of that first 
year of research," says Luecke. 
Professor of Psychology Jane 
Wong, who has been honored by the 
Graduate College at UNI for her work 
with graduate students, says she also 
finds it very fulfilling working with 
undergraduate students on research 
projects. "The students over time 
become very comfortable and ask 
questions that I think normally they 
wouldn't feel free to ask a faculty 
member. Even though they might be 
about careers or school, sometimes it 
gets a little more personal than that, 
where you can have the kind of 
relationship that lets you touch on 
areas of their lives beyond the strict 
academics." 
For others, it may change their 
direction. "I gained a great experience, 
I learned so much," says Lana Lerner, 
a May graduate in psychology. "When 
I go on to graduate school, I know 
now what I want to do, so I've pretty 
much gotten a head start. Working on 
my research project actually changed 
my mind on what I want to do in grad 
school." 
Wong says helping students with 
an undergraduate 
research experie nce is 
well worth it to her. "I 
get the payback if 
they go on to 
graduate school, 
because they are 
already comfortable 
with research, they 
It's quite rare, 
























up and ask 
you questions, 
so you have 
are excited about it 
and they meet it head 
on witho ut 
trepidation. I also get 
the payback if, after 
doing an 
undergraduate 
research project, they 
eventually decide they 
want to go in a 
different direction. 
They had the 
experience and now 
the ir decision is based 
on knowledge and 
experience instead of 
some mysterious 
students to have the 
experience of 
working on a 
multi-disciplinary 
team. 
notion of what research is." 
D n some instances, students are assisting a professor in both research and the 
completion of the research 
paper. In others, the 
students write their own research 
papers and even present the results at 
local, state or national conferences. 
Several I colleges hold their own 
undergraduate research fairs. Penny 
Beed, associate professor in the 
Department of Curriculum and 
Instruction , says the College of 
Education likes to take the 
undergraduate research grant process 
a step further by requiring the grant 
recipients to present their work at the 
spring mini-conference, now in its 
third year. "Not only do they have the 
chance to work with a faculty member 
on a research o r experiential learning 
project, they also learn how to present 
at a conference. They learn how to 
put together a poster presentation, 
and how to do technical writing." 
Schwabrow and Lerner's research 
projects were presented at the College 
of Social and Behavioral cience's 
! 
to be assertive 
and have to 
know how to explain it. It gave me 
great confidence." says Lerner. 
That experience helped Lerner 
w hen he went to Chicago to present 
her re earch at the convention of the 
Midwestern Psychological Association. 
"I felt like I was prepared. I was a lot 
more confident in the things I was 
doing and the things I could talk 
about," recalls Lerner. 
Kari Benson not only presented her 
results at the College of Education 
undergraduate research conference, 
but also at the International Reading 
Association (IRA) state conference in 
Des Moines and the IRA national 
conference in Orlando, Florida. The 
next stop was at a research 
ethnography conference in 
Philadelphia, where she and her 
professors presented evidence of how 
student researchers will be better 
teachers as a result of their research 
on the America Reads program. 
"We did a lot of ob ervation and 
interviews," says Benson . "I think as a 
teacher, I'll do a lot of that in my 
classroom-asking the kids, 'How do 
you think things are going with your 
project, a re you learning this, or give 
me your feedback on that, do you 
think it was helpful to you?' This 
research opened my eyes a little bit 
more to what I'll want to do as a 
teacher," says Benson. 
helton Smith, I assistant 
professor of psychology, says the 
quality of research that she's seen, for 
undergraduates, is quite good. "I was 
one of the reviewers at the [CSBS] 
undergraduate research conference, 
and I was really impressed, not only 
with the kinds of research that they 
were doing, but their ability to talk 
about it and to unde rstand what they 
did ." 
U ndergraduate research can be a stimulating time for 
students. He rman says it 
helped her become 
excited again about her 
education and the prospect of fu ture 
research projects. "I don't have a lot of 
experience yet. I'm learning so much 
from Dr. Jackson and the other faculty 
members that I've gotten to know. I 
t1y to be around them as much as 
possible to pick up tricks of the 
trade. " 
For Schwabrow, it's a jump-start on 
graduate school. "I will know not only 
a lot more about how to start 
research, but I've already done the 
process. I can build from there." 
Undergraduate research is not for 
every student, but for those who 
choose to take on the challenge, it can 
open up a whole new world of 
options for them. And, as many of us 
can recall an elementa1y, junior high 
or high school teacher who had a 
profound impact on us, research can 
bring undergraduate students into 
closer contact with those who can 
provide that same spark. 
That's a lesson that hasn't been lost 
on Podolefsky, who wants to ensure 
that every student who wants to do 
undergraduate research has the 
opportunity. "Some of my strongest, 
and fonde t, recollections of my 
undergraduate university experience 
are of personal, one-to-one research 
work under the direct supervision of a 
member of the faculty." n 
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by Gwenne Culpepper 
T oday's 18-year-old lives in a world that is tho roughly modern. She has never seen a record 
player, can 't fathom a time when changing 
channels on the television required physioal exertion , 
doesn 't know who shot JR, and is completely 
dispassionate about the special effects in "Jaws." 
It's a given that this 18-yea -old, a member of the 
Class of 2003, will not responcl to the same promotional 
information that spurred her pare ts to buy or invest 
two decades ago. Today's young adult uses complenely 
different criteria for choosing clothing, cars, 
entertainment, literature, music and, 
yes, even a university. 
Nearly all of the aforementioned 
areas have had to make 
accommodations for this savvy new 
breed of young erson, who is ot 
ea ily impressed and thumbs his 
nose at the mundane, the typical, the 
ordinaty. Administrators at colle es 
and unive ·sities nationwi e have 
realized just that, and know now that 
if they expect to continue attracting 
quality students, the time-honored 
methods of recruiting have to 
change. Think of it this way-when McDonald's opened 
four decades ago, it was enough to offer hamburgers 
and fries. But times changed, the population changed, 
lifestyles changed and the competition for the 
population's dollars increased. So McDonald's, if the 
company wanted to stay in business, had to change. 
Now you will find breakfast, dessert, video cassettes 
and ethnic items on the menu at McDonald's-and you 
will find McDonald's at the top of the fast-food 
business. 
Twenty years ago, colleges and universities rarely 
even used the word "recruitment" and certainly didn't 
do anything even remotely close to marketing. They 
didn't need to, says Susan Chilcott, director of public 
relations for UNI. It was enough then to simply provide 
the basic information. "But this is not your father's 
Oldsmobile," says Chilcott, describing the changing 
climate of academics and the recruitment of students. 
"The student consumer today is much more 
sophisticated than students of 20 years ago. If you 're 
going to differentiate between your university and the 
others, you cannot just sit back and expect that to 
happen.You have to help 
students understand what 
you have to offer, and help 
them evaluate if what you 
have to offer fits their 
needs." 
In the mid-'BOs, 
Connie Hansen.applied for 
admission to UNI. " 
received one booklet, the 
vi ~book " recalls Hansen, 
wh,o later came to ~ork for 
the univers-ity as an 
admissions counselor and is now student outreach 
coordinator for admissions. "There just wasn't much 
more printed information they could give me. I can 't say 
that I felt there was any 'recruiting' going on." 
Clark Elmer, director of enfollment management and 
admissions, says the comf)etitive env·ronment for 
students has increased mark'edly dunn the past 
decade. Community college systems are stronger than 
ever before and so is private education. In Iowa, there 
are three Regents instituti<Dns (UNI, Io a State 
University apd the University of Iowa) competing for 
state dollars and student . "Opportunities are plentiful," 
notes Elmer. "So we need to find the students who have 
the best fit with our institution, and take a very 
proactive approach to 
letting them know what 
we have and how it fits 
their needs." 
The university's 
president, Robert Koob, 
subscribes to the same 
philosophy. "The 
university markets itself to increase the amount of time 
that we (UNI) exist in people's minds. To do this 
successfully, we must not only tell people about us in 
ways that interest them, but to change the university in 
ways that make us more important to those it is our 
mission to serve." 
So UNI has made changes-changes Elmer refers to 
as dramatic. The first of these was the implementation , 
several years ago, of the Enrollment Management Action 
System (EMAS), a sophisticated computer tracking 
system that allows UNI to respond to students' interest 
in a measurable and appropriate manner. Further, it 
retains information about the student, like grade level, 
major interest, ACT scores (if provided) and campus 
visits. In this way, every request for information receives 
a customized response. So a high school junior 
interested in biology will receive different information 
than, say, a community college transfer prospect, or 
even a high school junior who wants to major in music. 
EMAS also keeps track of which information the student 
has already received about the university, and makes 
sure further information is sent out at the appropriate 
times. 
"In the old days, the students just got one packet of 
information at the beginning of the year," says Elmer, 
who points out that now, the number of contacts that 
the university makes in one year to one student could 
easily top 35, and would include .12hone calls letters, 
brochures, booklets 
and a quarterly 
newsletter just for 
admitted students. 
Probably the 
biggest change in 
recruiting methods 




st9dents still receive printed material about the 
university, but if they indicate interest in attending, 
those sa me students will e personally contacted by 
current UNI students. Kn wn as the Student 
Telecounseling Admissions Representatives (STARs), 
these students call admitted high schoolers and transfer 
students during the evening hours. Telecounselors 
congratulate the student on admission, talk about life on 
campus and answer 
any questions the 
students might have 
about the information 





important," says Elmer. __ _ 
To that end, most tours of the campus are given by 
members of the Student Ambassadors Association, and 
the Ethnic Student Promoters. Both groups are made up 
of current UNI students, socially active and academically 
skilled. The university's admissions counselors have also 
found themselves increasingly likely to attend or host 
college fairs-sort of a college buffet, through which 
students can browse and get information from a variety 
of sources. And the Office of Admissions has greatly 
increased the number of publications provided to 
students in high school or at community colleges. 
As the world hurtles toward the 21st centUty, 
technology has played a 
greater role in the way 
information is disseminated. 
High school students today are 
well-acquainted with the 
World Wide Web and all its 
many possibilities, so the 
University of Northern Iowa is online. Students can 
apply for admission via 
the web, watch a short 
video about campus and 
make direct inquiries as 
well. 
In an attempt to not 
just recruit but to increase 
appreciation and support 
for the values and services 
of UNI across the state, 
university has purchased billboard space in several 
lowa cities, and now annually makes two "community 
visits," when faculty, staff, students, the president and 
administrators travel to a designated city in Iowa for 
special programming. The day-long event usually 
features business luncheons, an address by the 
president, an alumni reception and op or:.tunities for 
prospective students to meet wit professors and 
admissions counselors. 
The university achieves 
name recognition, but also gets 
a chance to showcase its many 
characteristic during the Iowa 
State Fair. This will mark the 
third year-after a three-decade 
absence-that the university 
will host a booth at the fair. 
"Through events like this, I feel like we're making evety 
attempt to bring the university to the student," says 
Hansen, who participates in just about all of the 
activities. "We make UNI more accessible, and we do it 
in any form the student could want--electronic, mail, 
phones, personal visits. We truly do cater to students." 
None of these events or strategies just appear. After 
careful p lanning, which includes in-depth market 
research conducted by commercial agencies and on-
campus resources, the university identifies not only 
which audiences to communicate with, but what 
messages and ideas will be communicated as well. 
"Evetything we do, all of our programs and methods 
for communication are about taking UNI to the alumni, 
to the community, to the students," explains Hansen. "I 
think, a long time ago, it was role of the Office of 
Admissions to recruit. Now nearly eve1yone who is 
employed by the university or attended the university 
has an opportunity to represent the university and tell 
others about how great it is." n 
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''How can we keep our 
children safe in 
schooP-' This question is uppermost in 
the mine.ls of parents and teachers 
throughout the nation in the wake of 
recent crises, such as the one in 
Littleton, Colorado. 
For se\'eral years, the UNI College 
of Education has been c.le\'eloping a 
,·ariety of methods to address the 
issue of violence in schools. Ranging 
from topics integrated into basic 
undergraduate teacher education 
courses to specific postgraduate 
course work for school administrators, 
the~e methods attempt to provide safe 
schools and reduce the possibility of 
more school tragedies. 
Conflict Resolution 
According to Susan Koch, interim 
assistant vice president for academic 
affairs. conflict resolution should be 
part of a broad-based violence 
prevention approach in teacher 
education programs. Koch was 
instrumental in initiating conflict 
resolution curriculum content in the 
College of Education more than four 
years ago. 
There is no 
downside to 
teaching children 
peaceable ways to 
resolve conflict. 
The concerns about rising violence 
all O\'er the country lee.I to the 
problem being viewed nationally as a 
public health issue in 1993, according 
to Koch. Shortly after that, 
professional de\'elopment courses in 
teacher education began to include 
conflict resolution. Some programs 
initiated specific. stand-alone courses 
in this subject. Other programs, 
including those at L'!\"I, integrated 
conflict resolution in the teacher 
education curriculum. for example, in 
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school health and classroom 
management courses. 
"In fact, the UNI goal is to have 
eve1y education graduate know the 
basic principles of conflict resolution," 
Koch explains, "and learn skills that 
will help them not only resolve 
conflicts, but create a class 
atmosphere that will prevent negative 
conflict." This classroom atmosphere 
includes being supportive of all 
students, having a problem-solving 
attitude and talking about conflict 
situations with eve1yone involved. 
"When our children in school can 
learn non-violent resolution of conflict 
and see these methods practiced by 
teachers and students,., Koch says, 
"they are more likely to use them -
to have a 'bigger menu' of choices, 
more options in responding to conflict 
situations. 
"Of course, it's important to know 
what conflict resolution can and can't 
do," Koch cautions. "We can't say that 
it will resolve the problem of weapons 
in school, violence in the media or 
other complex family and social 
issues. But, there is no downside to 
teaching children peaceable ways to 
resolve conflict." 
Alienation vs. Acceptance 
Two additional aspects of helping 
teachers to prevent violence in 
schools were described by Leander 
Brown, assistant professor in the 
Department of Educational Psychology 
and Foundations. Before joining the 
faculty at UNI nearly 30 years ago, 
Brown taught elementa1y through 
junior high school grades in Chicago 
for 10 years. During that time, he also 
worked in extracurricular programs at 
the high school level. 
"First of all, we can't just assume 
that adolescents are capable of 
making sound decisions or mature 
judgments,'' Brown explains. "In our 
current culture, adolescents are seen 
as adults. For example, as businesses 
market directly to youth through the 
media, it increases the importance of 
adolescent buying behavior, and 
people start thinking of adolescents as 
mature consumers. In times past, 
adolescents were seen as people who 
could benefit from guidance." 
This view of high school students 
as adults sometimes leads to a less 
involved relationship between 
teachers and adolescents, according to 
Brown. "We're tempted to say of 
adolescent problems 'They can work it 
out'," he says. "But, sometimes they 
don't choose a very pretty way of 
working it out." 
Secondly, the problem of 
alienation, of students not being 
valued by their peers, in school, or at 
home, is a large factor in school 
violence. "Teachers need to step in 
anytime anyone is subjected to 
belittlement," Brown says. "It is 
alienation that pushes students into 
acting out." 
There is no specific undergraduate 
teacher education course that teaches 
how to intervene, according to Brown. 
However, every education student at 
U I takes Dynamics of Human 
Development, which grapples with the 
concepts of positive identity 
development. In addition, education 
students aiming for junior high or high 
school placement take Psychology of 
Adolescence, which covers 
psychosocial behaviors and the search 
for identity in this developmental stage. 
··I teach my education students to 
be watchful," Brown says, ''to 
recognize the disaffected and draw 
them into groups, to model 
acceptance in their classrooms and to 
be involved with their students." 
Violence and Non-violence, a new 
course to be offered in spring 2000 
through the Department of Philosophy 
and Religion, explores, among other 
topics, how our ways of thinking 
about violence may lead to the action 
of violence, according to course 
instructor Eric Reitan. "For example," 
Reitan explains, "we may use a 
common assumption-that there are 
good guys and bad guys out there and 
violence is the only way to deal with 
the bad guys-to justify violence both 
individually and culturally." 
Courses for All Students 
For anyone interested in this topic, 
courses dealing with violence in our 
society are available to all U I 
students through the area of Social 
Science. 
For instance, Conflict and Social 
Reconstruction examines stress; 
alienation; reciprocity; social support; 
and interpersonal, organizational and 
community conflict. Introduction to 
Peace Studies features lectures and 
readings on the nature of personal 
and structural violence. 
Sociology of Conflict covers past 
and current theories of human 
aggression, competition, rational and 
nonrational conflict, and mass and 
individual violence, with special 
attention to social determinants of 
conflict. Also, Peace Studies II 
investigates current peace research 
with an emphasis on proposed 
solutions to problems of war and 
violence in modern society. 
Educating Superintendents 
and Principals 
In contrast to the broad-based 
violence prevention approach in 
undergraduate teacher education, UNI 
initiated specific course work for 
principals and superintendents taught 
by Robert Decker, professor in the 
Department of Educational 
Leadership, Counseling and 
Postsecondary Education. 
"The majority of public schools in 
the nation are safe places," Decker 
begins, "but the wake-up call has 
been given. People are in denial when 
they say 'It won't happen here.' 
Recent events have shown that 
violence in schools can happen 
anywhere.'' 
Decker advocates three 
components in a plan to address 
school violence - prevention: 
helping students learn how to get 
along, intervention: stepping in to 
help with problems, and crisis 
response: knowing what to do 
crisis and how to do it. This 
based on consulting Decker I 
throughout the nation to help 
districts develop safe, efficient and 
effective environments at their 
facilities and has led to publication of 
a guide written by Decker, When a 
Crisis Hits: Will Your School Be 
Ready? 
The guide covers a range of 
situations, from being sensitive to 
student and staff needs to being 
proactive in dealing with gangs, and 
deals specifically with having a crisis 
plan for each situation. It provides 
administrators with outlines to help 
analyze each school's readiness to 
deal with various problems and 
practical suggestions if those problems 
occur. It emphasizes the skills and 
training that all involved adults need 
to provide safe schools. 
"Each school can do this," Decker 
says. "If we are prepared, we can help 
turn a negative situation into a 
positive one." fi 9 
Endowments: 
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by Susan Cornell 
E ndowments are playing an increasingly pivotal role in public 
higher education. They are assets 
that help insure quality education 
for both current and future 
generations. The University of 
otthern Iowa recognizes the 
advantages of a strong endowment 
program. 
"There are a variety of benefits that 
are realized when a donor creates an 
endowment fund with the University 
of orthern Iowa Foundation" says 
Bill Calhoun, Foundation president 
and vice president for university 
advancement. 
"The most visible benefit is the 
immediate impact the gift has on the 
life of the unive rsity," he explains. "A 
second benefit is the personal 
satisfaction donors receive in knowing 
they've positively affected the lives of 
future students." 
Because the original gift is 
preserved through investment and 
only the annual inte rest earned is used 
to support the purpose of the fund, 
endowment funds have a widespread 
effect beyond the specific students or 
programs they support. Because of 
their continuity, endowment funds at 
I have a profound influence on the 
entire university and all the people 
associated with it. 
"Endowment funds provide a way 
for UNI to excel in its mission," 
Calhoun says. "Whether endowment 
funds are used for scholarships, 
10 
program innovations or visiting 
academic experts, they give us special 
opportunities that traditional funding 
sources don't." 
Sdttrtar41dj» 4/)Ur acadtmic txtdkn& 
Scholarship funds come 
immediately to mind as endowments 
that help specially selected students in 
each of the five undergraduate 
colleges achieve their personal goals 
of a college degree. While it's easy to 
see the benefits for these special 
students, it's important to recognize 
that individuals who are ·committed to 
their own academic goals also 
generate an atmosphere of excellence 
in their classroom sessions and 
interactions with other students. 
Most endowed scholarship 
accounts are "named scholarships," 
meaning that donors have created an 
endowment and either named the 
scholarship after themselves, a family 
member, a loved one or to honor 
another person especially meaningful 
to them. Most of these scholarships 
also specifically define how the 
interest on the donation is to be used. 
For example, the Hazel Wagner 
Scholarship Fund in the UNI 
Foundation is designated for students 
in the College of Natural Sciences who 
plan to teach industrial technology. 
UNI professor emeritus Willis Wagner 
and his children created the fund to 
honor Mrs. Wagner. 
"We set up this fund in 1987, and it 
carries on yea r after year," Wagner 
explains. "We get a lot of gratification 
knowing that students who rece ive 
this scholarship will continue their 
education. We see it as an advantage 
for the entire profession. " 
Endowment accounts also are 
established to benefit student-athletes. 
For example, the Jon and Sarah 
Lanca ter Endowed cholarship is 
awarded each year to a I student-
athlete in any sport and from the state 
of Iowa who excels academically (3.0 
GPA or above) as a College of 
Business Administration major. 
"Knowing how much Jon 
apJ reciated the scholarship he 
received at UNI," Sarah Lancaster, '70, 
says, "we wanted to help other 
students. We feel ve1y fortunate that 
we can help someone else get the 
same great education we did." 
Most recently, the university 
initiated the "Students First" campaign 
aimed to increase scholarship 
endowment funding by $10 million 
before the year 2000. These funds will 
benefit students in three major areas: 
oppo1tunity scholarships to assist 
students with the greatest financial 
need, diversity scholarships to create a 
more diverse learning community and 
talent scholarships to attract quality 
students regardless of financial need. 
By focusing on increasing help for 
these students, the fund also creates 
an academic atmosphere improved by 
the student talent and diversity that 
would disappear without this financial 
aid. 
Pm1ram fttndtnff ofJ!JJ/J tnntJvatiDn 
Endowment funding may also be 
designated to support new academic 
programs that reach far beyond 
university classes. For example, the 
Alvin and Dora Schindler Endowment 
Fund, besides providing an ongoing 
resource for student scholarships, also 
suppo1ts innovative efforts in pre-
service and in-service teacher 
education, according to Thomas 
Switzer, dean of the College of 
Education. 
"Faculty members throughout the 
university who want to engage in 
creative efforts frequently find it 
difficult to secure funding to tiy out 
their new ideas," Switzer explains. 
"The Schindler Endowment helps us 
deal with this problem by providing 
start-up funding for innovative efforts. 
It has a major impact on our ability to 
initiate creative new approaches in 
teacher education." 
As determined by the U I Council 
on Teacher Education, the Schindler 
fund provides $30,000 annually for the 
development and pilot testing of 
innovative approaches for the initial 
preparation of teachers. An additional 
$10,000 annually supports the 
development and pilot testing of new 
approaches to the continuing 
professional development of teachers 
in Iowa. All approaches must have 
potential for national significance in 
improving teacher education and 
professional development programs. 
The Schindler Endowment has 
provided funding for the development 
of a cohort system for secondaty 
education majors to progress through 
the teacher education program as a 
group. It also provided statt-up suppott 
for the Beginning Teachers Helpline, a 
web-based suppo1t system for new 
teachers throughout the state of Iowa. 
"This endowment assists UNI 
teacher education programs in 
maintaining their leadership role in 
preparing the nation's teachers," 
Switzer adds. 
Endewmtnf fttndf irtng grtaf ra/!tna 
ft! mmjJtt4' 
Several endowment funds benefit 
the entire university by bringing 
outstanding a1tists and lecturers to 
campus. The Martha-Ellen Tye Visiting 
A1tist/ Scholar Series and the biennual 
Multicultural Fine A1ts Festival, both 
funded by an endowment named for 
Martha-Ellen Tye, former member of 
the UNI Foundation Board of 
Trustees, and the annual Hearst 
Lecture Series, sponsored by the Me1yl 
Norton Hearst Endowment Fund in 
the UNI Foundation, provide events 
that are free and open to the public. 
"The Martha-Ellen Tye Endowment 
provides an exciting array of 
programming that benefits School of 
Music students, UNI students as a 
whole and the entire Cedar Valley," 
John Vallentine, director of the UNI 
School of Music, says. "This funding 
gives our students a perspective that 
would just not be possible in daily 
class interactions. Hearing major artists 
perform can be life changing." 
According to Vallentine, visits by 
musicians of international standing, 
such as Karel Husa, Billy Taylor, 
Samuel Adler, William Warfield and 
William Bennet, motivate students to 
learn new techniques and strive for 
excellence. In addition, the 
Multicultural Fine Arts Festival has 
featured writers and artists from 
various cultures around the world. 
The '98-'99 festival was dedicated to 
Tye's memory and featured 10 events, 
from a trio specializing in works by 
women composers to a program 
highlighting West African drumming. 
The Hearst Lecture Series also 
brings well-known artists to UNI, 
including this spring's guest-lecturers: 
writer Ishmael Reed, former U.S. 
Senator from Illinois Paul Simon, 
Austrian autho r Josef Haslinger, 
Mexican writer Carlos Fuentes and 
American author Kurt Vonnegut. 
"The Hearst funds provided once-
in-a-lifetime experiences for our 
students to meet prominent writers," 
says Maria Basom, head of the 
modern language depa1tment and a 
coordinator of the spring series. "Such 
events bring the community together 
to recognize these scholars and 
writers, both highlighting and 
contributing to the intellectual vitality 
of the campus." 
EndtJWmtttf /JfJ/JUlartfff itt0ftt/4tj,, 
Over the last five years, endowment 
support for UNI has grown 
tremendously, according to Calhoun. 
This growth can be attributed to both 
the endowments' strong stock market 
performance and the continuing 
contributions of donors. 
"Endowments are a ve1y appealing 
way for our graduates and friends to 
provide long-term support for the 
university," he explains. "We can help 
donors find specific areas of support 
that meet their interests and that will 
be of great help to UNI. Most donors 
have found an endowment to be a 
good investment and a wonderful way 
to honor a loved one. We're grateful 
for their generous support of the 
university and our students." 
Calhoun notes that "Endowment 
funds can be created with gifts of 
$20,000, which provide annual 
scholarship support, to gifts in excess 
of $1 million, which can be used to 
support a faculty chair or other 
program of the donor's choosing. "By 
creating or adding to an endowment, 
donors have the opportunity to 
become an integral part of the future 
Students First, the University of 
Northern Iowa's endowment 
campaign for student scholarships 
which kicked off in September 1998, 
is having great success according to 
Frank Esser, director of special gifts 
at UNI. 
A special segment of the 
campaign, the Black Hawk County 
business drive, has generated more 
than $530,000 in new scholarship 
support. Esser says that as a result, 
11 new endowed scholarships were 
developed to support in perpetuity 
Black Hawk County students who 
attend UNI. Students First regional 
campaigns have been held in the 
Quad-Cities, Chicago, Kansas City 
and Cedar Rapids, with upcoming 
campaigns scheduled for Des 
Moines, Minneapolis and Denver. 
"People have been very receptive 
to the campaign," says Esser. "Our 
alumni and friends know the 
importance of scholarships, as the 
cost of public higher education has 
increasingly shifted from the public 
tax base to the students and their 
families. They also know that 
education is a great investment and 
there will always be pressing needs 
for scholarship dollars." 
Esser also points out that, "UNI 
takes great pride in providing an 
affordable, quality education and 
cares about student learning. That 
process begins with access, ensuring 
that every student has the 
opportunity to pa1ticipate in the 
collegiate experience." 
The Students First campaign goal 
is $10 million in new scholarship 
resources. Esser says the campaign 
will continue into the year 2000. 
of the University of Northern Iowa." 
Information about endowments is 
available by contacting the UNI 
Foundation, 205 Commons, University 
of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa 
50614-0282 or calling (319) 273-6078 
or (800) 782-9522. fi 
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FACULTY Profile 
Victoria Leto DeFrancisco 
~ ~ aria Leto Defrancisco V h~~i~iid carry a banner 
hailing "bring it all home" 
when she teaches in other cultures, 
works with women's organizations, 
and teaches University of Northern 
Iowa communication and women's 
studies classes. The associate 
professor and former director of the 
women's studies program seeks ways 
to make global, national, and local 
experiences relevant fo~ her students 
that result in strong connections 
between her teaching, research, 
service. 
The way things have worked out 
recently, when Defrancisco brings it 
all home for her students and others, 
more doors seem to open. When she 
directed women's studies, De 
Francisco participated in the 1995 
United Nations Conference on Women 
in Beijing, China. Upon her return to 
campus, Defrancisco used the 
leadership role of women's studies to 
create a more global perspective and 
collaborative community on-campus 
and off. This included publishing 
scholarly articles and giving more than 
30 talks to local, state and national 
groups about her Beijing experience. 
"I feel so strongly about offering 
experiences and research that 
improves peoples' lives, and telling 
about what I've learned is just one 
way to attempt to do this," explains 
Defrancisco. 
In her efforts to reach out to the 
community, she established a long-
term relationship with women's 
studies faculty at Hawkeye 
Community College. And, at Northern 
Iowa, she started a program called 
"Difficult Dialogues" with Kathy 
12 
Pearson, staff member of the Center 
for Multicultural Education. The 
dialogues offer women ah opportunity 
for frank conversations about how 
discrimination, privilege, and 
ethnocentrism get in the way of 
building alliances. 
Defrancisco recently concluded 
nearly five years as director of UNI 
women's studies, an appointment 
made on a rotating basis. She'll return 
to full-time teaching in the Department 
of Communication Studies this fall with 
classes in interpersonal, intercultural 
and gender communication and 
women's studies. Reflecting on the 
connections between her teaching, 
research and service, she describes 
how she chose those academic areas. 
Growing up in Des Moines, tl1e 
granddaughter of Italian immigrants, 
Defrancisco says she heard her 
grandparents and parents tell many 
stories of how they were discriminated 
against, how people were prejudiced 
against them as immigrants. 
"I think my parents and 
grandparents were my incentive to 
learn about other cultures and to 
teach intercultural communication. 
And hearing their stories of prejudice 
helped develop my commitment to 
social justice and equality issues." she 
believes. 
a s her career unfolded, women's 
studies became the context for 
her teaching, research and service. 
However, Defrancisco notes, gender 
is not a study in isolation. "You can't 
study gender issues alone; you need 
to put women's studies into context 
and consider not just gender, but the 
economics of a situation, the politics, 
the cultural context. I t1y to look at all 
of these issues and see what would 
help people develop better solutions 
as a result of including these 
considerations," she states. 
De Francisco and her students 
recently jumped at the opportunity to 
work with live conflict resolution 
addressing those very issues. Their 
opportunity came when a door 
opened for Defrancisco during her 
first intercultural teaching experience 
in 1997 teaching at the University of 
Klagenfurt in Austria where UNI has 
an exchange program. "I had taught 
intercultural communication for many 
years, but realized that it wasn't 
enough to just study it academically-
I needed to have a firsthand 
experience." 
While she was in Austria in the 
summer of 1997, Defrancisco was 
invited to return that fall as a 
"reportere" (expe1t) at a conference 
sponsored by the Council of Europe 
on Conflict Resolution for minority 
DeFrancisco (fi·ont, left) with some of her Women and Development students in China 
and in her UNI office reviewing album recording her international experiences. 










countries in her 
intercultural 
communication 
class that fall, 
before the conference was held. To 
further expand student opportunities 
and connect teaching with experience, 
the professor helped students raise 
enough money so that six students 
from the communication class and 
four from women's studies could 
attend the Conflict Resolution 
Conference with her. 
"For some students, the experience 
turned their lives around," 
Defrancisco beams. "They got to meet 
representatives of the different ethnic 
groups and talk to them about what 
they were doing to improve 
intercultural communication. These 
people were developing radio 
programs to teach each other their 
languages and starting other programs 
to appreciate each other's cultures. 
The students were really living what 
they had studied." From that 
experience, one student, Lori Albrecht, 
wrote a paper for the class on theories 
of language assimilation, including the 
importance of understanding the 
politics involved. She later presented 
that paper at the Iowa Communication 
Association Conference. 
Also at the Conflict Resolution 
conference, Defrancisco and another 
student, Tish Tapia, solicited interest 
from women there on gender issues. 
From those meetings, they continued 
to research the status of women in the 
former Eastern Bloc. As a result, they 
were selected to present their findings 
at a conference on East/ West Women 
at the University of Berlin this fall. 
Austria opened one more big door 
for Defrancisco when she learned 
about a social science research 
method called memo1y work 
developed by a prominent German 
feminist scholar. Using this qualitative 
research method, pa1ticipants keep a 
journal and are asked questions about 
how they construct their own meaning 
from their writing. In a sense, the 
research subjects become part of the 
research team. "I was excited about 
this because I think memory work 
techniques have the potential to help 
improve people's lives, to empower 
people," Defrancisco recalls. 
~, o bring it all home, Defrancisco 
and tl1e Women's Studies program 
raised ilie funds to bring the German 
scholar to lecture at UNI and across 
No1theast Iowa, and to conduct 
workshops for faculty on her method. 
Defrancisco also obtained funds to 
translate the memory work research 
method into English. Last fall , her 
graduate seminar in Communication, 
Language, and Gender chose to 
research and do their own memory 
work, meeting four extra hours a week 
to understand the technique and write 
a paper on it. The professor and 
several students will conduct a 
memory work workshop at the 
National Women's Studies Association 
conference in Albuquerque, New 
Mexico, this summer and incorporate 
the results of that experience into the 
paper they are revising for publication. 
The succession of doors opening 
doesn't end there. De Francisco will 
revisit the University of Klagenfu1t as a 
Fulbright scholar during the spring 
semester of 2000 and teach a class 
based on the memo1y work research 
that she and her students did. She has 
invited the German scholar who 
developed the method to guest lecture 
while she is there. 
The communication professor's 
latest intercultural adventure and 
door-opening experience involved 
teaching intercultural communication 
and public speaking to Chinese 
students at the International College of 
Beijing, University of Agriculture. The 
program, run by the University of 
Colorado at Denver, offered 
Defrancisco another avenue to 
develop her own intercultural skills 
and to bring home intercultural 
communication to her Northern Iowa 
students. 
"I would do this again (teach in 
China) in a minute, but I have to say it 
was an exhausting experience as a 
teacher," she admits. "The students are 
very hard working and have a lot of 
pressure on them, so they want eve1y 
minute of the instructor's time from 
early in the morning to late at night! I 
did have to put limits on that." 
She pauses recalling one other 
major difference between teaching 
Chinese and American students. "We 
were supposed to teach from a 
Western perspective because it is a 
U.S. college, but I didn't feel 
comfortable with this. For the Chinese 
to stand up and speak before others is 
considered an arrogance in Chinese 
culture. And on top of that they were 
speaking in their second language. 
They had major speech anxiety, so we 
compromised and I tried to teach 
iliem the basic speech structure but 
also gave them a lot of non-graded 
opportunities to speak. I must have 
redesigned that course four times 
while I was teaching it!" 
She discovered a key teaching 
concept, but not until the end of the 
course, to help the students overcome 
ilieir public speaking anxieties. "For 
the last speech, I asked them to do a 
speech to entertain. To my surprise, 
they almost all got up and sang 
kareoke to me-it's a big thing in 
China! If I'd known they were 
comfortable singing in front of others, 
I would have started them out with 
kareoke to help them overcome their 
anxiety." 
From her Beijing experience, from 
her return to full-time teaching this 
fall, from her international and 
national connections, who knows 
what opportunities will be waiting 
behind those doors for Victoria 
Defrancisco and University of 
Northern Iowa students? 









Samantha O 'Hara concedes that maybe she read too many 
myste1y novels as a kid. As ea rly 
as age 9, she fo und the stereotypical 
detective work intriguing, and made 
up her mind ea rl y on to go into law 
enforcement. 
But poor performance on a 
standard eye exam wiped out any 
such hopes. "I lea rned that you ca nnot 
have poor eyesight and go into law 
e nforcement," says a laughing O 'Hara, 
whose vision stands at a dismal 
1,000/ 20. She did eventually encl up 
carrying a badge, but not as a law 
enforcement offi cer, per se. After 
looking at other options in the 
criminology fie ld , O'Hara settled on a 
career in the federal system of 
corrections. 
She ea rned her bachelo r's degree in 
criminology from the University of 
o rthern Iowa in 1994. Diploma in 
hand , O'Hara had some choices to 
make, the first of which was which 
graduate school to attend. "I could 
have gone elsewhere," she says, " but 
the long and sho1t of it is that there 
were some ve1y interesting professors 
at UNI, professors who rea lly 
encouraged me. They knew me, not 
just a number. " The university also 
offered her an assistantship. "So I 
stayed and took as many criminology 
courses as I could. " She fini shed her 
graduate work in 1996, and accepted 
a job in a Marshalltown, Iowa , 
halfway house. Her title was 
residential adviser and her duties 






beginning, O 'Hara 
was promoted to 
residential 
counselor, which allowed her to work 
one-on-one with clients of the halfway 
house. ot too far into this position an 
opportunity to work as a federal 
probation o ffi cer in Des Moines, Iowa, 
took her away. "I was sad to go, but 
I've rea ll y enjoyed being here (in Des 
Moines). I learn something new eve1y 
day." 
Hired by federal judges, these 
probation offi cers work at the 
pleasure of the courts. "If they aren 't 
happy, you're terminated ," sums up 
O 'Hara. "So you tend to give it your 
all. " O'Hara is ass igned to the pre-
sente nce writers unit, where she he lps 
judges determine how much prison 
time an individual should serve after 
being convicted of a federal crime. In 
1984, explains O'Hara, federal 
legislators passed the sentence reform 
act, w hich essentially says that, for 
every fed ral offense there shall b a 
table indicating the sentence fo r that 
specific crime. "We are the fact finde rs 
for the court. So I break down the 
offense, add in past criminal histo1y, 
conduct background research on the 
person and then I present a document 
to the judge, he lping him get to know 
the case." 
That involves sitting down with the 
individual charged with the crime, and 
learning about his/ her life, schooling, 
fa mily history and motivations. There 
will also be discussions w ith the U.S. 
attorney and the defense counsel, 
both of whom w ill assist O 'Hara in 
conveying an accurate picture of the 
situation. What O 'Hara has found is 
that everyone does indeed have a 
story. "And I get to help write it." 
She's also learned that the vast 
majority of those w ithin the system are 
fa irly reasonable people. "Five percent 
of them are what we call the dead and 
dying. They will never be nice; they'll 
always be mean and bad . That's who 
prison is made for ," she explains. "But 
the other 95 percent have more 
similarities with you than they do 
differences. They just made bad 
choices. It's important to trea t each 
one of them with respect. " O 'Hara 
says her UNI experiences made that 
aspect of her job all the easie r. "I 
ca me from a fa rm background, but 
I exposed me to different ideas 
and people and cultures." 
O 'Hara was recently accepted by 
the niversity of ebraska-Omaha, 
and will soon begin work on a 
docto rate . 
-by Gwenne Culpepper 
11 y mid-April the countdown begins: each student assessing what must be accomplished in the last 
few weeks before finals. It is often a time of 
intense self-focus, limited extra-curricular activities and late-
night cramming session . But for one small group of 
students, it was a time to take action for the benefit of 
others. 
"From the first day of the campaign, the response to UNI 
Kits for Kosovo was remarkable," said Susan Koch, interim 
assistant vice president for academic affairs and associate 
professor, Health Physical Education and Leisure Services 
(HPELS). 
Individuals and groups across campus and the local 
community immediately adopted the cause. In just 10 days, 
the campaign collected over $10,000 and thousands of "kit" 
items (bar soap, hand towels, adhesive bandages, triple 
antibiotic o intment and emergency candles) to donate to 
The Kits for Kosovo Project, launched by the American 
Friends Service Committee (AFSC) for the relief of refugees 
from Kosovo. 
"It is amazing to me that our university raised over 
$10,000 and thousands of kit 
items," said Robyn Wood of 
Rockford. "I am ve1y happy to 
have been a part of something 
that will actually help others in 
need. " 
For Jeremy Schwenker of 
Burlington, the reward was in 
the volunteer work itself. "To 
be a part of this project means 
a lot to me," said Schwenker. 
"I've been allowed to 
experience a community in 
action, and not even for itself. 
I've seen so many people 
donate time, energy, money 
and kit items these past few 
weeks. These actions have 
made me believe that maybe 
there is a chance that we'll 
make a difference. " 
We were able to 
transform an interest 
in human rights into 
a project that made a 
real difference in the 
lives of many people 
who were suffering 
the direct 
consequence of 
human rights abuse. 
The action plan for the 10-day "In Our Hands: I Kits 
for Kosovo" campaign was initiated April 18 by the 15 
students in The Struggle for Human Rights: Thinking 
Globally, Acting Locally (spring 1999) class, U I Amnesty 
International and the I Global Health Corps, with 
assistance from Koch; Kent Sandstrom, associate professor 
of sociology; and Michele Yehieli, assistant professor, 
HPELS, and director of the Global Health Corps. 
The class directed the campaign as a group project. 
Instructors Sandstrom and Koch, who designed the course 
in conjunction with the 50th anniversa1y of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights, consulted with a United 
ations mission headquarters representative to help insure 
that the donations would be used wisely. Students 
announced. the campaign through the use of flyers , class 
and meeting announcements, web sites, a booth in Maucker 
Union and a1t icles in the Northern Iowan. Various UNI 
offices and departments provided assistance. 
The donations, which also poured in from schools, 
churches, o rganizations, businesses and individuals from 
area communities, including Cedar Rapids, Denver, Des 
Moines and Ft. Dodge, were sorted, packaged and mailed 
to Philadelphia by May 10. They will be distributed through 
the AFSC organization and two partner organizations 
working w ith the refugee camps in Albania and Macedonia. 
The I donation was the largest donation to the AFSC 
Kits for Kosovo campaign by an institution of higher 
education, according to M'Annette Ruddell , AFSC director of 
donor services, Philadelphia, Pa . 
"That was a whopping big check!" said Ruddell, in 
reference to the UNI donation of over $10,000. "We were 
very gratified. It was obvious that the I campaign was 
ve1y o rganized and had campus-wide participation." 
"The tremendous amount of support we received for our 
cause definitely changed the way I feel about the NI 
community," said Megan Youngers of Sheldon. llachel Wilson of Cedar Falls added that it strengthened her "faith in the goodness of 
humankind." 
"Through our Kits for Kosovo project we were able to 
put our learning into action," said class member Constance 
Shelton of Cedar Falls. "We were able to transform an 
interest in human rights into a project that made a real 
difference in the lives of many people who were suffering 
the direct consequence of human rights abuse. Kits for 
Kosovo was a wonderful experience, one that I will never 
forget, and one that enriched me in many ways." 
Wood said the human rights action in the form of Kits for 
Kosovo "was by far the most meaningful and educational 
class experience" for her. "I was completely moved at the 
generosity of my fellow students, as well as facu lty and staff 
members," said Wood. "Even now, weeks after it 
happened, I am still touched. It renewed my faith in others 
to actually care about such things as refugees in a distant 
countty. I truly have a different view of the world and 
outlook on life now, and will take this knowledge with me 
as I graduate-and put it to use." 
It was a fitting final for the students in The Struggle for 
Human Rights class-counting bars of soap by the 
hundreds and packing dozens of first a id supplies and 






Podolefsky becomes provost 
Aaron Podolefsky was named 
University of orthern Iowa 
provost and vice president of 
academic affairs in April. The 
appointment was the culmination of a 
nationwide search. He had been 
serving as interim provost fo llowing 
the resignation of ancy Marlin who 
took a similar position at San Diego 
State niversity. 
"I feel truly honored to be named 
the next provost and vice president 
for academic affairs at UNI," says 
Podolefsky. "U I is clearly one of 
America 's best public institutions, and, 
with the hard work and cooperation 
of an exceptional fa culty and staff, we 
will create one of the nation's finest, 
inte llectually-alive learning 
environments for our graduate and 
undergraduate students. " 
UNI President Robert Koob says he 
is delighted that Podolefsky decided 
to continue in a very important role 
at UNI. "The provost position is key 
to maintaining the quality of our 
academic programs. Aaron has 
demonstrated in his term as interim 
provost his ability to work 
constructively with all e lements of 
the campus and personally 
exemplifies scholarly excellence." 
Podolefsky came to U I as dean 
of the College of Social and 
Behavioral Sciences in 1990, from a 
position as professor and head of the 
Department of Sociology, 
Anthropology and Social Work at 
Western Kentucky University in 
Bowling Green. He also had taught at 
West Virginia University and the State 
niversity of New York at Stony 
Brook. 
Podolefsky is a Fellow of the 
American Anthropological Association 
(AAA) and of the Society for Applied 
UNI once again 
sets the sta dard 
W hile fewe r than 10 percent of 
the colleges and universities in 
the countiy are able to send and 
receive transcripts electronically, I 
is, curre ntly, in the top 10 in the 
nation in the number of transcripts 
transfe rred electronically each month. 
The electronic transfer and handling 
of transcripts, which allows an 
automated degree audit, saves 
valuable staff time and money while 
providing a superior service to 
students transferring to U I. 
The audit can be completed in a 
days rather than several weeks, as the 
computer automatica lly compares the 
16 
courses on the incoming transcript 
w ith I courses, ca lculates how they 
match up and produces the report. 
I receives more than 700 transfer 
students each year, and looks fo1ward 
to the rest of the Iowa community 
college system being added to current 
program panicipants, Kirkwood 
Community College and the three 
state universities. 
Students can now apply to NI, 
submit their transcripts, register for 
classes and review their degree audits, 
all over the World Wide Web. 
www.uni.edu 
Anthropology. He 
also is on the 
board of directors 
of the General 
Anthropology 
Division of the 
AAA. He is a 
national director 
for Seminars for 
Departments fo r 
the Council of Colleges of Arts and 
Sciences Deans and travels throughout 
the country presenting seminars on 
how to be a department chair. 
He holds the Ph.D., with 
distinction, in anthropology from the 
State University of New York at Stony 
Brook, where he also earned two 
master's degrees - in anthropology 
and in liberal studies. His B.A. degree 
in mathematics is from California State 
University, San Jose. 
Society for Values 
elects biology head 
The Society for Values in Higher 
Education (SVHE) has announced 
the election of 26 new fe llows 
including Barbara Daniels Hetrick. 
Hetrick is currently head of the 
Depanment of Biology at U I. 
The SVHE is a fellowship of 
teachers and others w ho care deeply 
about ethical issues such as integri ty, 
diversity, social justice and civic 
responsibilities facing higher 
education and the wider society. 
Hetrick holds a Ph.D. from Oregon 
State University in botany and plant 
pathology and has held faculty 
positions at Kansas State niversity 
and UNI. She has written 67 refereed 
journal articles and has written 
chapters in seven books. 
., 
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Placement offers new web-based career service 
"Job seekers, employee 
searchers- visit us now!" 
This could almost be a brief 
classified ad for the 24-hour on-line 
CareerLink, a service of Placement 
and Career Services at UNL UNI 
CareerLink is accessible to enrolled 
students and alumni, and registrants 
of the All-Iowa Education Placement 
Consortium who have properly 
registered for the service , As students 
seek to enter the working world, or 
alumni wish to change jobs, they can 
post their resumes on the web, search 
a database of hundreds of available 
jobs posted by employers, and even 
sign up for on-campus interviews 
during recruiting visits, 
Employers interested in UNI grads 
can become a part of the UNI 
Employer Registry, also a part of 
CareerLink, according to Sue Sherbet, 
associate director for education 
placement. Via the web they can 
Children benefit 
from gifts to new 
Waterloo center 
An early childhood education center in Waterloo , operated through the Regents' Center for Early 
Developmental Education at the University of Northern 
Iowa, in partnership with the Waterloo Community 
Schools, Allen Health Systems and Allen College, has 
moved one step closer to construction, with a $1 million 
gift to the UNI Foundation from the R.J McElroy Trust. 
UNI alumna Janice Freeburg Cannon of Rancho Santa 
Fe, Calif , has made a $1 million commitment to assist 
with the operating costs of the facility. Cannon received 
a 2-year degree from UNI, then Iowa State Teachers 
College, in 1957, and taught second grade early in her 
career. 
search the on-line database of quality 
candidates, review the resumes of 
those candidates and post their own 
job vacancies. If they come 'to campus 
for an on-campus interview day, 
Sherbet says they w ill also be able to 
monitor their on-campus interview 
schedules over the web, 
CareerLink can be found at 













The center in Waterloo will enroll children ages three 
through first grade, with a hoped-for expansion to 
infa ncy through third grade, and provide 
developmentally appropriate education in a model 
facility. It also will offer fa mily development programs 
for the children and their families, Other important 
components of the program's mission will involve 
providing pre-service and in-service education fo r 
teachers, health professionals and child caregivers , 
Award , The 
award appeared in the May issue of Down Beat magazine, This 
is the third Outstanding Performance Award for UNI Jazz Band 
One, which received the award in 1993 and 1996. 
To be located on the Allen College campus off East 
Donald Street, the building and its equipment will 
enable families, teachers and researchers to observe 
classrooms, and the p rogram will conduct and 
disseminate resea rch and curriculum development. 
Directed by Robert Washut, UNI Jazz Band One has 
appeared at the Montreux Jazz Festival (Switzerland) and the 
North Sea Jazz Festival. The band has earned outstanding band 
recognition at the Notre Dame, Wichita, Eau Claire, Kansas City 
and Elmhurst Jazz festivals and has twice been a featured band 
at the Greeley Jazz Festival. 
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Vallentine heads School of Music 
J:ohn Vallentine , associate professor of music at the University of 
orthern Iowa, was named director of 
the UNI School of Music this winte r. 
Vallentine , w ho had served as inte rim 
director since the beginning of the 
current academic' year, replaced 
Raymond Tymas-Jones, w ho accepted 
a position as dean at Ohio University. 
Vallentine joined the UNI faculty in 
1991 as director of the ma1'ching and 
symphonic bands. He taught music 
education courses and his bands 
performed throughout the Midwest 
and at home performances in the 











bachelor of music education degree 
from Southeast Missouri State 
University; the master of music in 
conducting from UNI; and a doctorate 
in music education from the 
University of Kentucky. 
Math students benefit from 
IRST 
J ohn F. and Ruth Cross, Palo Alto, Calif. , along w ith their sons Steven, Scott and John Cross, and daughters Karen Lochte and Jane Cross, have created an 
endowment fund in the memo1y of John's late brother, Jerome (BA '38), for 
U I students embarking on an actuarial career and participating in an 
internship. The fully endowed scholarship donated to the Students First 
Scholarship Campaign totals nearly $45,000. 
"For some time, my wife Ruth and I had talked of making a gift to UNI, but 
could not decide w here to focus," said John Cross (BA '40). When Joel Haack, 
U I professor and head of mathematics, told him about the internships in the 
new Statistics and Actuarial Science program, it reminded Cross of his late 
brother, Jeny, and his family connections to UNI. 
John's father, J. Foy Cross ('02), opened a bookstore on College Street in 191 1 
and served as mayor of Cedar Falls from 1923 to 1931. He married Edith Riland 
and the couple's three sons all graduated from Iowa State Teachers College 
(ISTC). Jerome (Jerry) Cross was the first to graduate, followed by John and Ted 
('43). Jeny majored in math, earned his master's degree in actuarial science and, 
following an excellent internship opportunity in New York, embarked on a 
career in actuarial science. He died as a U.S. Air Force pilot during World War II. 
"We decided that we could commemorate his life by making a gift which 
would help young students w ho are embarking on an actuarial career," said 
Cross. "This gift seemed to tie in very well with the current endowment 
campaign , which emphasizes Students First. We feel privileged that we can have 
a part in this drive." 
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He has experience in conducting, 
performing, classroom teaching and 
private applied instruction. Vallentine 
has secured grants and awards for 
music programs; has presented at 
workshops and conferences; and has 





Michael Millar, professor of 
mathematics at UNI, was 
selected by the Iowa section of the 
Mathematical Association of America 
as this year's state recipient of the 
Award for Distinguished College or 
University Teaching. 
After he earned a bachelor of arts 
degree at Ha1vard University and 
while working on a master of 
science and doctorate at the 
University of Chicago, Millar began 
teaching at UNI. Since 1962, he has 
taught in the areas of geometiy, 
mathematical logic, automata theory 
and formal languages, and history 
and philosophy of mathematics. 
His work has taken him to the 
Universidad PedagUgica Nacional 
(UPN), Bogota, Columbia, during 
the summer of 1980, where he 
delivered a series of lectures in 
Spanish on geometric 
transformations and mathematical 
logic to faculty members in the 
department of mathematics at UPN. 
He was also invited to Hebei 
Teachers University, Shijiazhuang, 
People's Republic of China in 1992, 
and delivered a series of lectures to 
students and faculty on 
"Constructability in Greek 
Geometiy." 
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TeiglandJs donate wildlife prints 
Ali f~time collection of wildlife 
pnnts, reflecting the works of 
some of the nation 's most well 
known wild life artists, was donated 
earlier this year to the UNI 
Foundation by long time collectors 
Dr, Joel and Florence Teigland, 
former Iowans, now of Mesa, Ariz, 
With an appraised value of more 
Dr. Joel Teig land 
than $30,000, the prints represent the 
works of such artists as Iowan 
Left, Owen Gramme, Yellow Headed Blackbird, Above, 
Maynard Reece, Canada Geese 
Maynard 
Reese, David Maass of 
Minnesota, Owen Gramme 
of Wisconsin and Canadian 
Robert Bateman, 
Glenn Boysen, '33, a 
close friend of the Teiglands 
and a former Foundation 
board member, encouraged 
them to make the gift and 
helped make arrangements, "It is 
almost unbelievable that we were 
fortunate enough to get this 
collection ," says Boysen. "A lifetime 
collection, I think it is a great gift. " 
Now part of the University's 
permanent art collection, the pieces 
will be displayed in various buildings 
and offices throughout the campus, 
including the newer buildings. 
DOE honors Sandia/ABIL partnership 
Carver grant supports 
water quality study 
Amultidisciplinaty project, funded 
by a two-year $136,000 Carver 
Grant, to study "Water Quality in 
Iowa 's Lakes and Wetlands" begins 
this summer at UNL 
Sandia National Laboratories, 
Albuquerque, N.M., received a 
Department of Energy (DOE) National 
Pollution Prevention Award for its 
conversion to, and continued use of, a 
soybean-based hydraulic fluid 
developed by the University of 
Northern Iowa's Ag-Based Industrial 
Lubricants (UNI-ABIL) Research 
Program, during a formal ceremony 
April 21, in Washington, D,C The 
award is presented for the most 
innovative pollution prevention action 
throughout DOE and is the first 
bestowed in the categoty of 
Environmental Preferab ili ty - Non-
Hazardous Waste, 
This unique partnership between 
New Mexico's Sandia National 
Laboratories and Iowa's UNI-ABIL 
Research Program demonstrates how 
two federally supported facilities can 
work together to research, test, and 
successfully launch the 
commercialization of new and 
emerging biobased products, 
according to UNI-ABIL Director Lou 
Hona1y, 
Sandia has used the U.S, grown 
pollutio n-preventing alte rnative since 
1996, and has converted 99 percent of 
its ground equipment-from forklifts, 
to street sweepers, to garbage 
trucks- to BioSOY™ . 
More information on the UNI-ABIL 
Research Program is ava ilable at its 
web site: www, uni,edu/ abiL 
Nine faculty members representing 
the UNI departments of biology, 
chemistry, earth science and 
mathematics, and 14 students from 
the College of Natural Science and the 
Department of Geography will 
examine water quality at two lakes in 
Iowa. 
The facu lty and students will try to 
determine why the lakes are polluted 
and develop strategies for red ucing 
the pollution, The project will also 
examine land use activities around the 
lakes. The lakes selected for the study 
are Silver Lake in Delaware County 
and Casey Lake in Tama County, 
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The 1999 
University of Northern Iowa Galle1y of Art 
Sixteen University of No1thern Iowa students were awarded monetaty prizes for their 
works of art at the 1999 Annual Juried Student Art Exhibition held this spring in the 
Gallery of Att in the Kamerick Art Building. 
Four hundred works by 80 art students were submitted for review by the juror, 
according to Shawn Holz, 
gallety director. Juror Jules 
Kirschenbaum, professor of 
painting at Drake University 
selected 83 for the exhibition. 
"I tried to select a show 
which gave the sense of 
excitement I felt when I first 
entered the galle1y and saw all 
the submitted work," said 
Kirschenbaum. "I was 
impressed by what I saw-the 
cumulative effort of a year of 
production in which students 
and faculty could take pride." 
A total of $2,500 in Purchase 
and Merit A wards were 
presented to the students. 
Presidents Purchase Award 
Lisa Becker, Pears, charcoal drawing 
S?ean>me.n.t cbd o/,.9.9.9 
Faculty and staff retiring from UNI 
this year include (years of service 
follow in parentheses) : 
College of Education 
James Becker, associate professor, Departme nt 
of Teaching, Price Lab School (PLS) (29); 
Eugene "Jack" Davis, storekeeper II (31); 
Charles Dedrick, professor, Departme nt of 
Educatio nal Psycho logy and Foundatio n (28); 
Joanne Heath, cook II, PLS (14); Lillian Marks, 
secretary J, De partment of Teaching, PLS (10); 
Maureen Oates, instructo r, Department of 
Curriculum and Instruction (11); Ea rl Ocke nga, 
associate professor, Departm nt of Teaching, 
PLS (11); Nick Te ig, associate professor, 
Departme nt of Teaching, PLS (32); and Marjorie 
Vargas, assistant professor, De partment o f 
Teaching PLS (34). 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
Hugo "Hugh" Beykirch , associate professor, 
Department of Communicative Disorde rs (25); 
Bruce Chideste r, assista nt p rofessor, School of 
Music (30); John "Jack" Ho lstad , associate 
professor, School of Music (36); Grace Ann 
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Hover, professor, Department of English 
Languages and Literature (30); Theodore Hover, 
professor, Department of English Language and 
Literature (30); William Lew, professor and 
head, Department of Art (13); Allan Shickman, 
associate professor, Department of Art (29); 
James Skaine, assistant p rofessor, Department of 
Communication Studies (33); and Shivesh 
Thakur, professor, Department of Philosophy 
and Re ligion (15). 
College of Natural Sciences 
John Cross, assistant p rofessor, Depanment of 
Mathematics (36); Roben Rule, assistant 
professor, Department of Mathematics (36); 
Robert T. Ward, associate professor, 
De partment of Physics (24); and Ching Woo, 
professor, Department of Chemistry (31). 
College of Social and Behavioral Science 
James Chadney, interim clean and professor, 
Department of Sociology, Anthropology and 
Crimino logy (31); Ronald Chung, professor, 
Department of Design, Family and Consumer 
Sciences (13); and Janice Morgan, associate 
professor, Department of Design, Family and 
Consumer Sciences (26). 
Donald 0. Rod Library 
Purchase Award 
Joe Rohret, Lidded Vase, clay 
Department of Residence 
Ethel Abkes, food service supervisor (31); 
Micheal Freeland, facilities mechanic Ill (30); 
She rrill Hansen, secretary I (16); Lavonne 
"Bonnie" Headington, food service supervisor 
(19); Bushra Kardosh. Custodian I! (26); Marvin 
Kroemer, facilities mechanic III (17); Arnie 
Leininger. facilities mechanic III (13); and 
Theresa Vieth, cook I (10). 
Physical Plant 
Douglas Burdick, power plant assistant chief 
operator (26); Richard Foote, tree trimmer (15); 
and Donald Nelson, grounclskeeper I (21). 
Others recognized 
Nancie Handorf, admissions processing 
manager, Office of Admissions (24); Robert 
Hardman, professor and director, Information 
Technology Services-Training Services (29); 
Virginia Hash, associate professor and director, 
Culture and Intensive English Program (CIEP), 
International Programs (32); Aimee Lew, human 
resource coordinator, Human Resource Services 
(12); and David Walter, associate director, 
Facilities Planning (21 ). 
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Communications focus for Fulbright scholar 
"\ 7ictoria Defrancisco, associate 
V professor of communication studies 
at the University of 01thern Iowa, was 
selected to participate in the Fulbright 
Scholar Program by the Austrian-
Ame1ican Fulbright Educational 
Commission. Defrancisco will be 
teaching in the Depa11ment of Media 
and Communication at the University of 
Klagenfurt, in Klagenfrnt, Austria, 
during the spring semester of 2000. 
Public Relations 
•• •• receives premier 
recognition 
There's been a lot to cheer this year 
in the Public Relations Division of 
the Department of Communication 
Studies. I's PR program was named 
one of the "premier programs" in the 
United States, and its Public Relations 
Student Society of America (PRSSA) 
chapter received the 1998 Frederick 
H. Teahan Outstanding Chapter 
Award, the highest national 
recognition a chapter can receive. 
The public relations program's 
Relations: 
Profiles of 110 • ~ 
In her application to the program, 
Defrancisco proposed to teach three 
classes in Klagenfrnt: a team-taught 
feminist methodology course, a 
gender and communication class and 
an international communication class. 
While in Austria, Defrancisco 
hopes to continue her research on the 
status of women in the post-
communism environment of former 
eastern bloc countries. 
ISTC~ 
~ 
At the University of orthern Iowa, 
Defrancisco teaches upper level 
courses in interpersonal, intercultural 
and gender issues in communication. 
Her research specialty is feminist 
analyses of women and men's 
conversations. As a Fulbright scholar, 
Defrancisco will receive a travel 
grant, a living stipend and a health 
and accident insurance plan. 
The Maude Moore Michel Scholarship 
Endowment for HPELS (Health, Physical 
Education and Leisure Studies) students has been 
created by UNI alumna and former faculty 
member Maude Moore Michel. Her family 
background in education and her fondness for 
U I, where she studied and then taught for 22 
years, inspired her to support U I's 
Students First Scholarship Campaign. 
Following her graduation from Oelwein High 
School, Michel followed in the footsteps of her 
father and brother-both school 
superintendents-by entering the education 
profession. She graduated from Iowa State 
Teacher's College (ISTC, now I) in 1927. 
She continued her studies by earning 
her master's degree at Columbus 
University in 1931 and studying dance 
at Bennington College 0935) and the 
University of Iowa (1940). 
~ Michel taught physical education at ISTC from 1927 
to 1949 and served as acting department head from 1947 top College PR 
Programs, where .._.. 
only 23 programs \ 
~ to 1948. She also organized the Orchesis dance troupe while at ISTC-an active 
student organization to this clay. 
received such designation. The listing 
for I describes the public relations 
program of study and praises the UNI 
faculty as "a first-class PR faculty with 
an impressive mix of teaching and 
professional experience." 
While teaching at UNI, Michel lived and worked several years with another 
faculty member, Margaret Michel. Margaret introduced Maude to her brother, 
Herny Michel, and the two married in 1948. Michel moved with her physician 
husband to St. Louis Park, Minn., and later to Minneapolis, where she continued 
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teams finished the 
1998-99 season in 








Panthers' highest finish since 
joining the league in the 1991-92 
season and is the first time they've 
finished in the upper half of the 
standings. 
® 
Northern Iowa finished behind 
Illinois State, Southwest Missouri State 
and Indiana State in the standings; in-
state rival Drake followed the Panthers 
in fifth place. 
Standings are computed on a point 
system, with so many points for a 
team winning the regular-season 
championship and so on down 
through the standings. The Panthers 
captured the volleyball title, while the 
Men's indoor track and outdoor track 
teams finished second in the 
conference. (Football is not a MVC 
sport.) All 10 member schools won at 
least one championship; no school 
captured more than three team titles. 
"Everyone in the UNI intercollegiate 
athletic program should take a great 
deal of pride in this accomplishment," 
UNI director of athletics Chris Ritrievi 
said. "We had 12 teams finish in the 
top 5 of the conference standings-a 
department high-and for the first 
time ever, none of our teams placed 
last." 
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Ritrievi leaves UNI; 
search begins for successor 
Chris Ritrievi, director of athletics 
since 1992, has resigned effective 
June 30 to become director of 
development for intercollegiate 
athletics at Michigan State University. 
During Ritrievi's tenure, the 
competitive level of Panther teams 
improved . In addition, UNI athletes 
graduate at rates five to 10 percent 
better than the general student body 
and last year, at the highest rate in the 
Missouri Valley Conference. Ritrievi 
hired head coaches Tony DiCecco 
(women's basketball); Mike Dunbar 
(football), Mark Manning (wrestling), 
Sam Weaver (men's basketball), John 
Bermel (men's golf), Kevin Kane 
1999 fOOTB LL SCHEDULE 
Sept. 4 at McNeese State 7:00 p.m. 
Sept. 11 at Ohio University 6:00 p.m. 
Sept. 18 CENTRAL WASHINGTON 6:30 p.m. 
Sept. 25 SOUTHERN ILLINOIS* 6:30 p.m. 
(Family Night) 
Oct. 2 at Illinois State* 1:00p.m. 
Oct. 9 CAL POLY 1:30 p.m. 
(Homecoming) 
Oct. 16 at Southwest Missouri State* 1:30p.m. 
Oct. 23 YOUNGSTOWN STATE* 6:30 p.m. 
Oct. 30 INDIANA STATE* 6:30 p.m. 
Nov. 13 at Western Illinois* 1:05 p.m. 
Nov.20 SOUTHWEST STATE 6:30 p.m. 
*Gateway Footba ll Conference Game 
All Times Central 
(women's golf) and Chris Bucknam 
(women's track.) 
UNI gained a conference and 
national reputation as hosts for eight 
MVC championships in various sports 
and numerous NCAA playoffs in 
football, volleyball and wrestling, 
culminating in the 1997 NCAA 
Division I wrestling championship. 
Glenn Henry, associate professor in 
the School of Health, Physical 
Education and Leisure Services is 
chairing the search committee 
comprised of representatives from the 
campus, the community and the 
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successful Alumni Breakfast (coordinated by 
board member Ken Smith '65 and held at the 
Capitol) , and the many calls and letters of 
support which were all well received by 
legislators throughout the legislative session. 
These demonstrations of support by alumni 
play a key role in UNI's lobbying efforts. 
Legislators take very seriously, calls and 
During the past year a number of departments on campus have 
collaborated on outreach activities across the state. In addition to 
our regular alumni club programming, Community Visitations Days 
have been held in three cities: Fort Dodge, Dubuque and Sioux 
City. Because of the combined participation of the Office of Public 
Relations, the College of Business, the UNI Foundation, the Office 
of Admissions and the Alumni Association we were able to bring 
UNI faculty, students and staff to these communities. The objective 
of the visits is to develop a UNI presence, to showcase the 
excellence of our institution and the role it plays in the everyday 
lives of ci tizens. An additional benefit of these visits is that we 
letters from their constituents, and therefore, it's critical that UNI 
maintain its strong support from alumni. To that end, the Office of 
Governmental Relations, in conjunction with the UNI Alumni 
become acquainted with alumni and friends who are 
anxious to be involved with the university . .. they want to 
become a part of our ever developing network of alumni 
and friends who will participate in being advocates for the 
University of Northern Iowa. 
Association, has formed a grassroots advocacy program 
THE UNIVERSITY OF called UNITE (UNI Together for Education). The 
Northern 
One example of how our alumni, by working together, 
make a difference is in our legislative efforts. Throughout 
this past legislative session, alumni played an invaluable 
role in the success UNI had before the legislature. Many 
alumni from the Des Moines area turned out for a 
IOWA --~~----.~ 
ASSOCIATION 
I www .un ialum .org I 
purpose of UNITE is to organize a coordinated lobbying 
effort by alumni and friends of the University. If you 
would be interested in hearing more about UNITE, 
please feel free to contact the Governmental Relations 
Office at 319-273-6144, or the Office of Alumni Relations 
at 888-864-2586. We look forward to hearing from you. 
-Noreen Hermansen, MA '7 I 
PHOENIX 
Jason Hamrock '96 and his wife, Sara Miller 
Ham rock '94, welcomed guests to the 
Phoenix Alumni Club function held 
February 5 at The Other Place in 
Scottsdale, Arizona. President Robert D. 
Koob '62 and Eldon Miller, Assistant to the 
Vice President for Advancement, spoke to 
the gathering of alumni and friends. 
Director of Alumni Relations, Noreen 
Hermansen '71, and Director of Career 
Planning and Placement, Muriel Stone, also 
were in attendance. For information about 
future events in the Phoenix area contact 
Jason Hamrock at 602-814-7 172. 
SACREMENTO 
An alumni reception was held in 
Sacramento on February 6. Jerry Cias 
welcomed alumni and friends and 
introduced Robert D. Koob '62, his wife 
Yvonne, and Noreen Hermansen, Director 
of Alumni Relations. President Koob spoke 
to the 35 attendees about campus 
initiatives and the vision for the University 
of Northern Iowa. For information about 
upcoming events in Sacramento, watch the 
Northern Iowa Today or call Jerry Cias at 
916-933-2097. 
LOS ANGELE S 
Alumni and friends in Los Angeles enjoyed 
a buffet reception at the Forum prior to 
attending an LA Kings vs San Jose Sharks 
hockey game. Director of Alumni 
ALUMNI CLUB NEWS 
Relations, Noreen Hermansen '71 , 
provided a campus update. The event, 
organized by Los Angeles Club President 
Bradley Halverson '95, was a great time. 
To receive information about alumni 
events in the Los Angeles area contact 
Bradley Halverson at 310-962-1010. 
NEW YORK CITY 
Professor of Theatre, Dr. Gretta 
Berghammer, and Director of Alumni 
Relations, Noreen Hermansen, joined 
alumni and friends in New York City for a 
reception on February 12. Craig Goos '93, 
president of the New York City Alumni 
Club, introduced the campus guests who 
presented campus and theatre news. Dr. 
Berghammer shared with the alumni 
information about theatre graduates who 
have performed in New York City theatre 
productions. For information about future 
New York City events contact Craig Goos at 
212-769-3862. 
ST.LOUIS 
The Missouri Valley Men's Basketball 
Tournament provided an opportunity for St 
Louis area alumni to gather for a light 
supper prior to the opening games of the 
tournament. Former Athletic Director, 
Chris Ritrievi , and Noreen Hermansen, 
Director of Alumni Relations, were on hand 
to share campus news and information 
with alumni and friends who attended. 
DES MOINES 
Prior to the University of Northern 
Iowa/Drake University women's basketball 
game, alumni and friends met for a pre-
game brunch. Heather Woody '96 and 
Beverly Wynn Riess '78 brought greetings 
to the group. 
MASON CITY 
University of Northern Iowa wrestling 
coach, Mark Manning, spoke at the annual 
spring dinner of the Mason City Alumni 
Club held April 27. Assistant Director of 
Alumni Relations, Chris Wolf '96, provided 
a campus update, and Athletic Promotions 
Director, Heather Woody, told the 
gathering of 35 about upcoming athletic 
events and programs. For information 
about the Mason City Club activities 
contact Karen Dole '73, President, at 515-
424-8098. 
KANSAS CITY 
On April 20 the Kansas City Alumni Club 
met in conjunction with the 
wrap-up of the Students First Kansas City 
campaign. Club President 
Julie Wood Stoll'85 and other alumni 
welcomed speaker and former Panther 
head football coach Terry Allen'79. For 
information about future events 
in the Kansas City area or to assist in 
planning contact Julie Wood 
Stoll at 913-722-6200. 
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Setting goals v4 messa'J' from Zilfian Zietlow Xdwl, '57 
"Let's make a plan"-or-"lt's a plan!" 
How often have we heard and made those 
statements. The University of Northern 
Iowa Alumni Association Board has always 
set goals and made plans, but the need to 
create a formal document, which supports 
the strategic plan of the University, and 
helps us set our course and create our 
future, was discussed and approved by the 
board. 
With the help of a professional 
facilitator, we began by contacting each of 
our board members for their ideas and 
opinions regarding our strengths and 
accomplishments, concerns about our 
current operation, and our challenges for 
the future. This board interview process 
once again revealed that the UNI Alumni 
Association Board is a group of dedicated , 
creative and energetic people committed 
to the University of Northern Iowa. 
Their responses, plus statistical, 
historical and current trends information 
served as the basis for a day long "Setting 
Direction" planning session held on 
campus this spring. The 24 participants 
included past and present board members, 
President Koob, University deans, 
administrators, students and staff of the 
Office of Alumni Relations. Our facilitator 
led us through the day, discussing where 
we are today, where we want to be in five 
years, and how we will get there! It was an 
exciting and stimulating day and I know 
the University of Northern Iowa Alumni 
Association , and the University as a whole, 
will reap rewards from this kind of 
planning. 
The key strategy areas identified in our 
"vision of the future" are: alumni networks, 
University partnerships, membership 
growth, programs and events, marketing 
and visibility, diversity, integrated outreach 
strategies, facilities and space, board 
structure, growth of the Alumni Relations 
staff, use of technology and sound financial 
strategy. Within 
each of these key 
areas are specific 
0ideas and/or 
programs, which 
will include the 
details of "how we'll get there." At this 
writing, the plan is a work in progress, with 
the goal of reviewing and accepting it at 
our July 16th Alumni Association Board 
meeting. 
This will be a working plan that will 
guide us for the next five years, at which 
time we will review and revise it, just as the 
University is beginning the process of 
reviewing its strategic plan. "Planning is 
not an end in itself. The outcome is not a 
document, but the future we create as a 
result of our planning efforts." How true 
this is! 
-Lillian Nichols, President 
University of Northern Iowa Alumni 
Association Board of Directors 
HERITAGE HONOURS AWARDS ANNOUNCED 
The following individuals were honored by 
the UNI Alumni Association 
at the 43rd Annual Heritage Honours 
Awards program held April 17. 
CLASS OF 1943 FACULTY 
AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN 
TEACHING 
Dr. Kent Sandstrom 
"I appreciate the 'small 
accomplishments,"' Kent Sandstrom, 
world in a new way." 
associate professor 
of sociology, says, 
"those moments of 
joy, grace and 
wonder when my 
students fall in love 
with an idea, gain an 
interesting insight, 
ask a provocative 
question or look at 
themselves and their 
However humbly he describes them, 
Kent's "small accomplishments" are the 
basis of a teaching career lauded by 
students and colleagues alike and a 
national reputation for his published work 
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and professional presentations in the 
teaching of sociology. 
Probably the major distinguishing 
characteristic of Kent Sandstrom's teaching 
is the way he draws students into the 
learning process in creative and 
experimental ways. Whether in an 
undergraduate introductory course or a 
graduate seminar, you'll find Kent's 
students role playing, debating, playing 
interactive games, mediating and exploring 
case studies together. His teaching 
philosophy embraces instructor empathy 
and student participation in an 
"experiential and playful" process. His new 
and experimental courses are eagerly 
awaited and attended. 
Kent's empathy has been truly 
appreciated by his students throughout his 
seven years on the UNI faculty. They call 
him, "a tireless cheerleader," "a 
knowledgeable and helpful resource," "a 
perfect example of what I had a hoped a 
college professor would be," and "a mentor 
who would accept me as an equal." 
His commitment to UNI and the greater 
community includes editorial and advisory 
board memberships in many professional 
societies, participation in numerous faculty 
and departmental committees, serving as 
faculty advisor for the campus Amnesty 
International group , and volunteer and 
consultant assistance to local service 
organizations. 
DONALD N. MCKAY FACULTY 
RESEARCH AWARD 
Dr. Katherine S. van Wormer 
Observation, creative synthesis and 
critique of current concepts, such as 
codependency, characterize much of 
Professor Katherine van Wormer's work. 
"Katherine van Wormer is one of the 
foremost American specialists in social 
work with 
addictions," 
observes a British 
expert in the field of 
alcoholism in a 
current review of 
one of Katherine 's 
books. 
During the course 
of her academic 
career, Katherine 
has produced 42 refereed journal articles, 
nine book chapters and three books. Her 
primary focus has been alcoholism and 
substance abuse, with additional 
contributions to the areas of gender-related 
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issues and international social welfare. 
Her books are comprehensive and full of 
original insights, according to other 
reviewers. "Van Wormer has exceeded her 
goals," one writes in the journal Federal 
Probation. "She offers a book that is highly 
readable, well organized and thought 
provoking .... This book is probably the 
most thorough piece of literature regarding 
alcoholism treatment to date. College 
instructors will find it an exceptional 
supplement to their substance abuse 
classes, and even general readers should 
find the book fascinating." 
Katherine brings an international 
perspective to her work. University 
positions in five U.S. states, high school 
teaching in Ireland and the directorship of 
the Vangseter Treatment Center in Norway 
give her the necessary experience to break 
new ground. 
Katherine has also been recognized for 
her primary focus by her recent 
appointment to the Steering Committee of 
Alcohol, Tobacco and Other Drugs Section 
of the National Association of Social 
Workers. She has just been named as 
consulting editor for the National 
Association of Social Work journal Health 
and Social Work. 
Ross A. NIELSEN 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE AWARD 
Dr. Lyn Countryman 
Lyn Countryman, associate professor, 
Malcom Price Laboratory School, 
exemplifies UNI's goal of reaching out 
across the campus, the state and the nation 
to impact educators. 
Her enthusiasm for learning and 
"learning science" is cited as "contagious" 
by her students and colleagues alike. Lyn's 
outreach ranges from defining the qualities 
of an educated person for a year-long UNI 
project to 
encouraging female 
careers in science 
through the Middle 
School Girls Science 
Camps held at Iowa 
Lakeside Laboratory 
during the summer. 
Within UNI, Lyn 
has served as a 
University Senate 
representative for the College of Education, 
on the Blue Ribbon Committee to prepare 
teachers for the 21st century, on the United 
Faculty for 11 years and as a Council on 
Teacher Education representative for three 
years. 
Lyn is known throughout the state as an 
active member of the Iowa Science 
Teachers Section of the Iowa Academy of 
Science, including her service as section 
president and regional director. Her work 
on the Excellence in Science Teaching 
Award Committee illustrates her leadership 
role for Iowa educators. She currently 
mentors 33 science teachers around the 
state for a National Certification pilot 
project. 
Lyn's influence also extends across the 
nation. She has taken an active part in the 
New Standards Project, funded by the 
National Science Foundation. This national 
project directed the development of 
benchmark assessment tools and portfolio 
assessment for science education. After 
becoming one of the first Board Certified 
teachers in the nation, Lyn went on to help 
develop standards for future teachers while 
on several committees for the National 
Board of Professional Teaching Standards. 
ALUMNI ACHIEVEMENT AWARD 
Dr. Sandra L. Cassady '84 
"If I could be in the classroom 40 hours a 
week," says Sandra Cassady, " I'd be happy 
- well, with a little time for research on the 
side." 
Using time efficiently is just one of the 
things Sandy does well. Since her 
graduation from UNI in 1984, she has 
earned a master's degree in 1988, a P,.h.D. in 
1992, and has a family of three children. As 
an associate professor in the Department of 
Physical Therapy at St. Ambrose University 
and adjunct-assistant professor, Physical 
Therapy Graduate Program at the University 




clinical service, and 
leadership positions 
in community and 
professional 
organizations. 
Sandy has been 
highly regarded as an 
effective teacher in the areas of exercise 
physiology, cardiopulmonary therapeutics 
and research methods. She has been 
nominated for the Iowa State AAUW 
Distinguished Educator award and received 
the Outstanding Graduate Professor of 1997 
Award at St. Ambrose. 
In the past six years, she has authored or 
co-authored 11 manuscripts published in 
peer-reviewed journals. She presents 
research annually at national physical 
therapy conferences and scientific 
expositions, receiving national recognition 
from the American Physical Therapy 
Association, the American College of Sports 
Medicine, The American Association of 
Cardiovascular and Pulmonary 
Rehabilitation, the American Heart 
Association and the U.S. Department of 
Education. For the last four years, Sandy 
has served as the editor of the national 




Mildred L. Middleton '43 
Mildred Middleton is a person "deeply 
committed to education" with "a burning 
desire to participate in the continuing 
professional development of teachers and 
enhancing the learning process." 
Mildred has influenced countless 
professionals since she began teaching in 
1936. She yearned for a college education 
and compacted the four years needed into 
two-and-one-half, 
graduating from the 
Iowa State Teachers 
College cum laude 
in 1943. Her desire 
for excellence 
became a driving 
force in her career. 
A look at 
Mildred's resume is 
like reading a history 
of Iowa education. She pioneered 
interdisciplinary teaching in the 1940s, 
initiated modernization in the Carroll 
County School District in the 1950s, and 
brought her expertise as a consultant to 
Cedar Rapids schools in the 1960s and '70s. 
Her master's thesis was used as a model for 
all county systems in the state. She helped 
establish the junior high school concept in 
Cedar Rapids. 
And she didn't stop when she retired. 
Mildred is still vitally involved in education 
through her continuing memberships in 
state and national professional education 
societies. For the last five years, Mildred 
also has served as Mentor for Cadre and the 
Student Teaching Field Network at the UNI 
College of Education. 
Since 1954, Mildred has given more than 
1,000 presentations to state conventions, 
conferences, parent-education meetings, 
civic organizations and universities across 
the nation. 
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YOUNG ALUMNI AWARD 
David P. Brush '87 
David Brush's enthusiasm for his alma 
mater is well known to his family, friends, 
co-workers, the UNI Department of 
Accounting and now, through the 1999 
Young Alumni Award, is acknowledged 
throughout the university. 
David demonstrates his commitment to 
UNI in many ways. When he was an audit 








these alumni were 
on board, David was 
supportive of their 
careers and served as a mentor. His 
contacts facilitated Accounting Club field 
trips to the Minneapolis office, giving 
students important exposur~ to a 
professional working environment. 
David has supported the University of 
Northern Iowa with his financial resources, 
as well. In addition to his personal 
contribution, he encouraged UNI alumni at 
PricewaterhouseCoopers to make annual 
contributions to the accounting 
department. He enthusiastically handled 
the paperwork between the Minneapolis 
office and the Foundation to ensure 
matching contributions. 
Since becoming vice president-finance, 
Protective Packaging and International 
Operations of Tenneco, he has continued 
his support. Through his efforts, the 
Tenneco Foundation has contributed a 
scholarship to the Department of 
Accounting. He has facilitated the 
establishment of internship opportunities 
for UNI students .. 
David has always been generous with 
his time. He has been a contributing 
member of the UNI Accounting Advisory 
Council since 1989. This service culminated 
in being chairperson in 
1996-97. He also serves on the College of 
Business Administration's Executive 
Advisory Board. 
ALUMNI SERVICE AWARD 
Dr. James L. Handorf '43 
Jim Handorf is a hands-on person. When 
it comes to service, he prefers getting 
involved in getting the job done. Since 
retiring from the UNI business 
administration faculty in 1990, Jim has 
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immersed himself in helping improve the 
quality of life for others. 
Jim's activities run the gamut of "quality 
of life" issues. He's spent 5 years driving for 
the Cedar Falls Meals on Wheels program 
and six years as treasurer for the group. In 
1992, he began his involvement with the 
steering committee of the NAMES Project, 
which supports the AIDS Memorial Quilt 
and other programs to help people with 
AIDS and HIV. 
The College Hill Arts Festival has 
benefited from Jim's volunteer work as 
treasurer since 1994. 
Jim hqs enjoyed 
watching the festival 
develop and 
introduce new artists 
and their work each 
year. Also, Jim's 
active membership 
in the Christian 
Reformed Church, 
where he has edited 
the newsletter for 13 years, supports the 
adult fellowship of that group. 
Jim continues to be involved in the 
local, state and national levels with the 
Business Education Association and other 
professional societies, service he began 
while teaching at UNI. In conjunction with 
the university, Jim has served two three-year 
terms on the Emeritus Faculty Council, 
coordinating two pre-retirement seminars, 
and is currently secretary for the 
organization. 
Jim says one of the advantages of 
volunteering in such disparate areas is the 
many new people he's met and worked 
with. The result of his activities has been a 
widening of his world - and the clear 
improvement of ours. 
Robert W. Bettle '63 
Robert Bettle has contributed much to 
the University of Northern Iowa in the 
35 years that he has been an alumni. In 
fact, some folks call him the "best spokes-
person for UNI in central Iowa." 
Bob and his wife Virginia, also a UNI 
graduate, have strong personal ties to the 
university: one son and two daughters-in-
law are also UNI alumni. In addition, Bob is 
seen as an "exceptionally caring individual 
who gains a sense of accomplishment as he 
sees UNI graduates enter professional life." 
Bob's professional accomplishments 
have been remarkable. During his career, 
he went from an entry-level accountant to 
Norwest Financial Corporation CFO and 
member of the board. 
A continuing theme of his professional 
life was the active 
support of UNI. 
When he was a 
vice-president at Dial 
Finance, he helped 
the careers of many 
fellow alumni. He 
facilitated significant 
contributions to the 
university via the 
Dial Finance Foundation. His pattern of 
supporting UNI accounting alumni 
continued when Dial Finance was acquired 
by the Norwest Corporation. He spent many 
years on the UNI Accounting Advisory 
Council, including service as chairman. 
The Bettles were members of the 
National Steering Committee for the 
Leading Building Sharing Campaign. In 
addition, they have recently served as co-
chairs of the university's newest initiative, 
Students First, an endowment campaign for 
student scholarships. Their selection for this 
position was a natural one, as they have 
endowed six different scholarships for UNI 
students. 
Alumni form stellar 
music program 
When the Algona Community School 
District Music Program was awarded the 
"Iowa Exemplary Music Program 
Award" for the 1997-98 school year, 
UNI's School of Music was especially 
proud. All the Algona music faculty are 
University of Northern Iowa graduates. 
The award is the highest 
achievement recognition sponsored by 
the Iowa Music Educators Association 
(IMEA). Outstanding school music 
programs are solicited to submit an 
application that includes the district 
curriculum, department 
accomplishments, student successes, 
teacher resumes, sample programs and 
technology infusion. The award was 
presented last fall in Ames during the 
IMEA State Conference. 
Faculty members and their year of 
graduation are Bev Mawdsley (BA - UNI 
1954); David J. Rich (BM- UNI 1977, MA 
Drake 1988); John A. Aboud (BM - UNI 
1977, MM- UNI 1989); Paul Wigley (BS-
U. of Minnesota 1977, MM - UNI 1996); 
Ernest Reineke (BA - Northwestern 
College 1988, MM - UNI 1996); Dianne 
Aboud (BA - Buena Vista College 1981, 
MM - UNI 1999). 
' 50Joan Nels".ln McAlister, BA, has been 
retired for IO years after teaching 
kindergarten and first grade for 38 years. She is 
active in many organizations and enjoys traveling. 
' 5 } Gordon Cawelti, BA, was recently 
selected as a recipient of the 
Distinguished Service Award by the American 
Association of School Administrators. He served 
as superintendent for Tulsa, OK, public schools 
and was executive director of the Association for 
Supervision and Curriculum Development for 19 
years. Currently he serves as a research 
consultant for the Educational Research Service 
in Arlington , VA. 
' 5 2 John Longnecker, BA, retired after 30 
years as the secondary principal in 
Marshalltown. He now manages a golf course at 
Breezy Point Resort in Minnesota. 
'541..onnie Ripperton, BA, retired in 1992 
after serving as controller of Amana 
Refrigeration for 34 years. 
, 55Janice Meythaler Esbeck, 2-yr, is 
retired from teaching is public school 
and preschool. She now enjoys spending time 
with her family and traveling with her husband. 
Audrey Coburn, BA, is retired and enjoys 
traveling. She recently toured New England, 
Alaska, Hawaii and Costa Rica, and also bicycled 
from Cocoa Beach to Key West, FL. She has been 
inducted into the Indiana State Women's Bowling 
Association Hall of Fame as well. 
'56Magaret Myers Curry, BA, is a buyer at 
Allied Signal Aerospace in Michigan. 
'5 7 Gerald Cias, BA, MA '6 I , retired as a 
counselor and administrator in the Los 
Rios Community College District in Sacramento, 
CA. He previously worked for 15 years as a 
counselor and administrator in Wisconsin, Illinois 
and Southern California. 
'58Audrey Stout Charter, 2-yr, BA '72, and 
her husband Paul Charter, MA '71 , were 
given the Master Pork Producer for District 7 
honor by the Iowa Pork Congress. They have 
raised hogs for 36 years near Guthrie Center. Paul 
also serves as the county extension agriculturist, 
and Audrey has been retired from her teaching 
career for the last two years. 
'5 9 unfred McGrane, BA, is retired from 
teaching high school in the California 
prison system. 
John Shuler, BA, is a professor of computer 
information systems at San Antonio College in 
San Antonio, TX. He is a retired major in the U.S. 
Air Force, and has been married for 33 years. 
Keith McClellan, BA, was presented the Nelson 
Ross Award by the Professional Football 
Researcher's Association for his book The Sunday 
Game at the Dawn of Professional Football. 
' 6 } Darryl Horgen, BA, MA '75, and his 
wife Marlis Bock Horgen, BA '59, both 
recently retired after 36 and 38 years in the 
classroom, respectively. 
'6 2 Gerald Risdahl , BA, was awarded the 
1997 Outstanding Faculty Award at 
Walters State Community College. 
'6 3 Andria Meeks Erzberger, BA, is on 
leave from teaching. She is currently 
working at Lawrence Berkley National Lab on a 
NSF-Department of Energy project, QuarkNet. 
Kathy Wangsness Hartl, BA, was selected to 
participate in the National Institute for Leadership 
Development's Leaders program. She is director 
of marketing, news and publications at Northeast 
Community College in Calmar and Peosta. 
Doris Moyer Herington, BA, recently moved to 
the Ozarks after 35 years in Cal ifornia. She is 
retired from teaching kindergarten at a Christian 
school. 
'64Janet Hrabak Benavidez, BA, earned 
an MA in teaching English as a second 
language from California State, San Bernardino. 
She teaches kindergarten at Hoover School in 
Indio, CA. 
'6 5 Johanna Cooper Anderson, BA, MA 
'84, retired in 1998 from Osage 
Community School , where she was the 
elementary library media specialist. 
Ellen Edwards Jessen, BA, was named Johnston 
Business Person o f the Year in 1998. She founded 
Village Square Day Care in Johnston and West 
Lakes Child Care in West Des Moines, employing 
about 65 people. 
Jim Bowen, BA, was one of six baseball coaches 
selected for induction into the American Baseball 
Coaches Association Hall of Fame. He is the 
head baseball coach at California State University 
Stanislaus, where he is also a teacher and 
administrator. 
kindergarten through 12th grade school. 
Cyndy Mauser Norman, BA, was recently 
appointed to the director position at Crown 
Colony in Lamon i. 
Al Buenning, MA, is a senior development 
officer at Wartburg College. He previously was a 
senior vice president of operations of the Denver, 
CO, YMCA. 
' 69Gary Brown, BA, is president of Airial 
Services Inc., an aerial mapping 
company. His wife, Donna Robinson Brown, 
BA '70, con tinues to focus on dance. She is an 
aerobics instructor at Sartori Memorial Hospital 
and also at the Cedar Falls Recreation Center. 
She also teaches ballroom dancing at the 
Waterloo Arts Center. 
John Zmolek, BA, has had a career in the 
business applications software industry in Silicon 
Valley, CA, since 1982. He is currently a product 
manager at SAP LABS in Palo Alto, CA 
Dennis Duerling, BA, is principal of Lincoln 
Alternative High School and associate principal o f 
Clinton High School in Clinton. 
Dennis M. Dake, MA, is a professor of art and 
design at Iowa State University in Ames. The 
International Visual Literacy Association recently 
awarded him its International Educator Award. 
'70Steve Powell, BA, received a Sales 
Representative of 
the Year award from Life 
Investors Insurance 
Company of America. 
Gary Gnade, BA, is a 
senior designer at Stamats 
Communications, Inc., 
which is a higher education 
marketing firm in Cedar 
Rapids. Prior to joining 
Stamats, he owned his own 
design business, Design 
Ranch, in Iowa City. 
Dr. Robert Livingston, BA, Gary Gnade '66James L. Hoffman, BA, has served as a 
sales and support training 
associate for Growmark, Inc. for the past .----------------------
three years. In the position, he performs THE UNIVERSITY OF 
training and developmental activities 
throughout the state of Iowa. 
Mary Schaeffer Medley, BA, earned r 
her Ph.D. from the University of 
California-San Diego in 1992. She 
presently teaches for Vista Unified 
School District in Vista, CA. 
, 6 7 Edward L. Schmitt, BA, is the 
superintendent of the 
Multnomah Education Service District in 
Portland, OR. He has held various 
administrative positions in Portland since 
1980. 
'68Richard Reiland, BA, is retired 
after spending 30 years in 
personnel work with the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture. For the last 22 years, he 
served as chief of the Employee 
Relations Branch, Agricultural Marketing 
Service. He will soon be moving back to 
his hometown of Clarion . 
John Jaehrling, BA, has been pastor of 
Portland Faith Church in Oregon for the 
past 10 years. His duties also include 
being principal for the church's 
For membership information call 319-273-ALUM 
or 888-UNI-ALU r see us on the Web at 
www.un ialum.org 
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is an optometrist at the Family Vision Center in 
Red Oak. He also practices in Omaha, NE. 
Dr. Roger Davidson, BA, was honored as 
Harlan's Citizen of the Year for his contributions 
to the community. 
Stan Maddy, BA, is an art instructor at Centerville 
High School, where he has taught since 1970. 
, 71 Robert Bullis, BA, MA '72, is assistant 
athletic director for business and facilities 
at the University of California, Davis. He has been 
with Davis since 1977, serving the athletic 
department since 1988. 
Dr. Chuck Huss, BA, is an emergency room 
doctor at Mercy Hospital in Iowa City. An avid 
traveler and adventurer, he has climbed more 
than 250 mountains on all seven continents, 
including Mt. Everest. 
, 7 2Bruce Upchurch, BA, was appointed by 
Iowa Governor Tom Vilsack as the "drug 
czar" in charge of the Governor's Alliance on 
Substance Abuse. He has spent the last two years 
in Burma as country attache and manager of a 
DEA program to fight heroin and meth. 
Sister Donna Burke, MA, was recently 
appointed to the Mount St. Clare College Board of 
Trustees. She is a pastoral associate in the St. 
Athanasius Parish in Jesup. 
, 73Jean Uchytil Eaton, BA, was named 
dean of Riverland Community College in 
Albert Lea, MN. 
Cathy Gibney Davis, BA, is senior vice president 
of marketing and development for the Arizona 
Republic newspaper in Phoenix. She was recently 
honored with the 1999 YWCA Tribute to Women 
Award from the YWCA of Maricopa County in 
Phoenix. 
Marvin Carroll, BA, is a customer service 
technician at the Pella Window Store in Mason 
City. 
Larry K. Lenora, BA, was elected chief justice of 
the supreme court of the Sac and Fox Indian 
Nation. 
, 74Tom Marsh, BA, owns Marsh Company 
PC, an accounting firm in Iowa Falls. 
, 75Ann Bergstrom, BA, has lived in 
Heidelberg, Germany, working for U.S. 
Army Europe since 1979. 
Jim Miller, BA, MA '88, led the Wartburg College 
wrestling team to the Division Ill national title, for 
which he won Division Ill coach of the year. 
, 78Ann Duggan Curphey, BA, was named 
superintendent for United Community 
Schools. 
Linda Nemitz, BA, has been an lower elementary 
educator in Iowa and around the world for 20 
years, including assignments in Columbia, Egypt 
and Italy. 
, 79Kris Carstensen, BA, is a recreation 
director in Centerville. 
David A. Jones, BA, is president and chief 
executive officer of Grinnell State Bank. He 
began at Grinnell State in 1980 as a loan officer. 
'80Timothy J. Flowers, BA, is the inventory 
control manager for RYKO 
Manufacturing Company in Grimes. 
, 81 Robin Renner Gaines, BA, is now the 
director of plant and resident services for 
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Bartels Lutheran Home in Waverly. As director of 
the facility, she will be responsible for overseeing 
nutrition, maintenance, housekeeping and 
laundry services at Bartels. I 
Wendy Robinson, BA, 
MA '82, was named Iowa 
Education Leader of the 
Year by the Des Moines 
Register. She is a speech-
language pathologist for 
the Heartland Area 
Education Agency where 
she is in her 17th year. The 
award Robinson says, 
"really honors every person 
I've ever worked with- Wendy Robinson 
students, parents, teachers, 
administrators and my Heartland colleagues." 
, 8 21..ora Streff Reafsnider, BA, teaches 
math and pre-algebra at Washington 
Middle School in Clinton. 
'84Sherry L. Ford, BA, is the county 
extension education director for Mills 
county. She previously served as an extension 
youth program assistant. 
Terry Wellner, BA, is an actuarial systems 
engineer for Network Microdesigns Corporation 
in Cedar Rapids. He recently moved into a new 
home in Marion with his w ife, Beverly. 
Jane Ebers Fett, BA, was promoted to division 
controller at the Nichols Aluminum Casting plant 
in the Quad Cities. She also recently adopted a 
one-year-old boy from Russia. 
Kimberly Bone Stephens, BA, is a secretary for 
the Iowa State University Engineering 
Publications Communications Services. 
'85Joan Cooling, BA, MA '87, owns and 
operates the Cooling Dance Studio in 
Vinton. 
'86F. Austin Jones, BA, is executive vice 
president, cashier and trust officer at 
Grinnell State Bank. He has been with Grinnell 




Communications, Inc., a 
Cedar Rapids-based higher 
education marketing firm, 
as a writer. She previously 
served as editor for the 
Waverly newspaper. 
Jim Duea, BA, is the new 
activities director at the 
Waukee School District. 
He formerly served as a Terri Lambertsen 
math teacher and coach at 
West Des Moines Valley High School. 
, 88Lisa Hofer, BA, recently relocated from 
Cedar Rapids to Kansas City, MO, where 
she w ill be the communications manager for 
Haldex Midland Corporation. 
Eric Lothe, BA, is vice president and CEO of 
Skiff Medical Center. He was recently named to 
the board of directors for the Newton United 
Way. 
Timothy Tutt, BA, received the Milken Award 
for his outstanding work as an educator and his 
involvement in community services. He teaches 
Sarah Menke-Fish,BA, '79 
Making a difference in the lives of 
another generation of scholars, as well as 
the lives of the children she impacts daily, 
is one way to describe Sara Menke-Fish, 
BA '79. 
As coordinator of the Humanities and 
Communication Magnet Program for the 
Montgomery County Public Schools in 
Maryland, she supervises three 
interdisciplinary teams of teachers for 300 
gifted and talented students in grades 6-8. 
They are participating in a three-year 
humanities program with special 
emphasis in integrating television, 
computers and multimedia into the 
curriculum. The program integrates 
English, world studies and mass media. 
Last fall, Menke-Fish worked with Mary 
Bozik, professor of communication 
studies, to give four UNI communication 
and theatre education majors an 
experiential learning opportunity serving 
as teacher chaperones on her school's 
annual trip to New York City. They each 
had a group to lead and their own daily 
itinerary, and the focus was to help the 
students understand the immigrant 
experience. 
Menke-Fish also spent two days on the 
UNI campus last fall as the first recipient 
of the Class of 1957 Scholarship Grants. 
She conducted a series of workshops for 
students in the Teaching of English, 
Teaching of History and Teaching of 
Speech classes, discussing such issues as 
the magnet school concept and job 
opportunities, curriculum design, 
integration of curriculum and bridging 
gaps between school and the "real" 
world. 
Bozik says Menke-Fish's visit is another 
example of how alumni and the 
university can work together in a very 
tangible way to make a difference for 
students and enhance the quality of their 
educational experiences. 
third grade at Hanawalt Elementary School in 
Des Moines. The award, which is sponsored by 
the Milken Family Foundation, was given to 160 
teachers in 38 states. 
Randy Friederich, BA, was named vice 
president of Northwood State Bank of 
Northwood and Mason City. He has been w ith 
the bank since 1995. 
Don McConnell, BA, is vice president and 
general counsel at Northwest Mortgage Services, 
Inc. in Mendota Heights, MN. 
UN I ALUMNI~ WORLD 
' 8 9 Faith Wagoner Winchester, BA, is the 
marketing director of Hearing Unlimited, 
LLC in Ames. She previously lived and worked in 
Mankato, MN, and recently moved to Ames with 
her family. 
' 90Kelly Rich Eick, BA, and her husband, 
Terry, were recently presented the 
Outstanding Young Holstein Breeder Award by 
the Iowa Holstein Convention. 
John Rankin, BA, is the administrator at the 
Stacyville Community Nursing Home. 
Connie Lampright Ludwig, BA, received the 
Pharmacists Mutual Quality Performance award. 
She has been with the firm since 1991. 
'9 } Julie Stitesky Siepker, BA, is the family 
and consumer sciences adult education 
coordinator at Iowa Central Community College 
in Fort Dodge. 
Kjerstin Ecker Dillon, BA, was named senior 
publicist at Sea World Orlando. 
Teresa Tedesco Naughton, BA, was promoted 
to provisional administrator/qualified mental 
health professional for the Fort Dodge Group 
Home and Ashford Estate, through !CI Residential 
Services. 
Mike Vogt, BA, MA '97, is now a curator and 
exhibitor at the Gold Star Museum in Johnston. 
He previously worked for the Marshall County 
Historical Museum. 
'92Wayne Marple, BA, BA '94, was 
promoted to vice president and chief 
financial officer of State Central Bank. He lives 
with his wife in Keokuk. 
Lili Matteo-Delay Carrasco, BA, lives in 
Phoenix, AZ., where she teaches middle school 
Spanish. She is also the chair of the foreign 
language department for the district, and wrote 
the first curriculum for foreign language teaching. 
'9 3 Jennifer Hanna Guidry, BA, joined 
Norwest Mortgage as a wholesale 
account executive in the Dallas/Ft. Worth area. 
Todd Steffen, BA, was promoted to assistant vice 
president at Fidelity Bank and Trust. 
Brad Wymer, BA, teaches biology at Iowa City 
West High School. He recently traveled with a 
group of students and adults on a science trip to 
the Galapagos Islands. 
Eric Thomas, BA, is the new executive director 
for Lutheran Homes, a long-time care facility in 
Muscatine. 
Annette Michaels, BA, teaches high school 
English and Spanish in Sandwich, IL. She is also 
pursuing a master's degree in English at Northern 
Illinois University. 
Randy Wee, BA, MA '97, is the assistant coach 
and recruiting coordinator for the Northern 
Illinois University baseball team. 
' 94Dr. Robert W. Fuelling, BA, is a 
chiropractor at Family and Specialty 
Medical Center in Boone. 
Jody Fortner Person, BA, teaches elementary 
special education at Southeast Polk Schools. Her 
husband, Ryan, BA '95, teaches high school math 
and coaches swimming at Southeast Polk. They 
have a three-year-old son. 
Sarah Miller Hamrock, BA, was selected out of 
over 200 teachers in her district for teacher of the 
year. She has been teaching for five years, and is 
currently at Gilbert Junior High. She has also 
completed her master's degree in administration. 
Scott Wirtz, BA, works in customer service and 
business organization at Hughes, Brennen and 
Wirtz insurance in Emmetsburg. He formerly 
worked for Allied Group Insurance in Iowa City. 
Dr. Jason Maasdam, BA, joined Oskaloosa 
Vision Center in Oskaloosa, where he is an 
optometrist. 
Matt Wagner, BA, has joined First American 
Bank's Investment Center as an investment 
representative. 
, 95craig Cronbaugh, BA, is currently 
employed by the Iowa General Assembly 
as a legislative information officer at the Iowa 
State Capitol in Des Moines. He formerly served 
as managing editor for The North English Record 
for the Marengo Publishing Corporation. 
Rich Lorence, BA, is now the communications 
coordinator for the Elderbridge Agency on Aging 
in Mason City. He previously worked for KMIT-
News Channel 3 as a producer and director. 
' 96Rob Hilbert, BA, 
was named 
associate director of 
advancement for Wesley 
Retirement Services in Des 
Moines. 
Kelly McCartney 
Mireault, BA, teaches 
junior high special 
education and coaches 
eighth grade girls' volleyball 
in East Aurora, IL. 
Rob Hilbert 
' 9 7 Brad Storm, BA, was elected to a one-
year term as president of the Belle Plaine 
Development Commission. The commission, 
which works with the Institute for Decision 
Making in the College of Business Administration 
at UNI, is a non-profit organization which strives 
to promote economic development and quality of 
life in Belle Plaine. 
Laura Sohl, BA, authored and directed the play 
"Forever Hungry," which follows four women's 
struggles with eating disorders, for the Interpreters 
Theatre at the University of Northern Iowa. 
Troy Schneider, BA, is now a police officer with 
the Waverly Police Department. 
Joshua K. Buckingham, BA, is a staff 
accountant at Theobald, Donohue & Thompson, 
P.C. in Oskaloosa. 
'98Laura Demuth, BA, is the sixth through 
eighth grade language arts instructor at 
North Fayette. 
Dan Drefke, BA, joined Peters Construction in 
Waterloo as an estimator and project manager. 
He previously interned with the company as a 
laborer, assistant field superintendent and 
estimating assistant. 
Kevin Fitzgerald, BA, is now the park and 
recreation director at Pleasant Hill. 
Barbara Dente, BA, completed a winter/spring 
internship at the John F. Kennedy Center for 
Performing Arts in Washington, DC where she 
worked in the production office. 
Cheryl Christiansen Kremer, MA, teaches sixth 
grade reading, language arts and social studies at 
the Volga Center at Central. 
Pat Sweeney, BA, was promoted to cost center 
manager for Pella Corporation. 
Kate Howes, BA, is a writer at The Observer in 
DeWitt, where she writes news and feature stories 
Cristina Mathis, B.A. '96 
Since her graduation from UNI with a 
degree in English, Cristina Mathis (BA '96) 
has worked with Iowa Creative 
Employment Options, a systems change 
organization associated with the University 
of Iowa, that deals with issues of disabled 
people in the workplace. 
"We are not an advocacy group, but 
rather get involved at the policy level to 
bring about change within systems to 
assist people with disabilities," says Mathis. 
Mathis, herself confined to a 
wheelchair since college, is working on 
her goal of seeing the 60 to 75 percent 
unemployment rate for persons with 
disabilities steadily reduced. She works 
with employers to make their work places 
accessible and aids those with disabilities 
in finding job opportunities. She says 
barriers at the state and national level, 
such as earnings limits in order to retain 
health care benefits, are part of the 
problem keeping some from seeking a job. 
Her organization has a demonstration 
grant right now that is addressing some of 
these barriers and gives Iowa a chance to 
impact legislation at the national level. 




















But she persisted. Though her disease is 
becoming more debilitating, and she is 
sometimes too weak to get out of bed, 
Mathis continues to work to improve lives, 
working one day a week from her home in 
Ottumwa, commuting to her office in Des 
Moines and traveling around the state and 
nation. 
"I do think we have made some 
significant inroads," she says, "but we must 
continue working to make life easier and 
improve employment opportunities for 
folks with disabilities." 
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MARRIAGES 
'8OsKimberly Brinker & Thomas Noack, 
BA '81. Kim Menken, BFA '82, & 
Geoff Leer. Ingrid Verbraack, BA '86, & Bob 
Redecker. Denice Evans, BA '88, & Bruce 
Ostrander. Amanda Keppy & Dean Frericks, BA 
'89. Jennifer Wurmle, BA '89, & Charles 
Hawkins. Joan Franke, BA '89, & Kenneth 
Eggena. 
'9OsAndrea Neighbors, BA '90, & Mark 
Maske. Lisa Rayl & Dan 
Meuggenberg, BA '90. Becky Halm, BA '90; BA 
'91, & Daniel Briese. Paula Ward, BA '91, & Ray 
Chizek. Sonja Evenson, BA '9 1, & Lorn Wall in. 
Rena Sarigianopoulos & David Klavitter, BA '91. 
Deanna Cranston, BA '92, & Kent Heine. 
Heather Thies & Mark Urness, BA '93. Melissa 
Appleget, BA '93, & Bradley Brohl , BA '93. 
Laurie Papenheim, BA '93, & Troy Schulte. 
Sandra Then, BA '93, & Richard Fiedler, BA '96. 
Jennifer Schaumburg & Terry Burkle, BA '93. 
Stacie Koppenhaver, BA '93, & Dan Schaefer. 
Annette Speas, BA '94, & Jeffrey Rullman. Julie 
Mitchell , BA '94, & Thomas Blitsch. Amy 
Holtam, BA '94, & Doug HaD).lller, BA '94 . 
Tammy Oaks & Todd Struthers, BA '94. Amy 
Treiber, BA '94, & Robert Slawitschwa. Amy 
Little, BA '94, & Michael Groenenboom. Amy 
Dwire & Mark Dreyer, BA '95. Amy Woods, BA 
'95, & Kurt Miller, BA '98. Darcey Richardson, 
BA '95, & Jeff Landuyt, BA '96. Julie Brandt, 
BA '95, & Todd Thorson, BA '95. Carrie Pepper 
& Daniel Thielen, BA '95. Carrie Dvorak & 
Kevin Kronfeld, BS '96. Tatum Teut, BA '96, & 
Jon Buse, BA '91; MA '97. Lohree Waterland, 
BA '96, & Brad Pull , BA '95. Tracy Schaefer, BA 
'96, & Mitchell Nissen. Lori Raver, BA '96, & 
Darin Leach, BA '95. Peggy Lyman & Todd 
Mikkelsen, BA '96. Carey Baker, BA '96, & 
Aaron Bewyer, BA '96. Michelle Griffith, BA 
'97, & Brandon Lindsey, BA '97. Nicole Schmit 
& Donald Pechous, BA '97. Katherine Kellogg, 
MA '97, & Arthur Kannemann Il l. Allison Dieter, 
BA '97, & Jared Graening, BA '92. Julie Allen, 
BA '97, & Mark Rague, BA '96. Hilary Lines, BA 
'98, & Gregory Mitchem. Katie Cooper, BA '98, & 
Bret VandeLune. Jaemie Johnson & Brian 
Poncy, BA '98. Jennifer Adamson, BA '98, & 
Andrew Chrisman. Myndi Skrovig & Lincoln 
Morgan, BA '98. Janelle Chaney, BA '98, & 
Scott Dickman, BA '94. Dixie Diesing, BA '98, & 
Shawn Recker, BA '97. Marci Kauzlarich, BA 
'98, & Timothy Johnston, BA '96. Tracy 
Tystahl , BA '98, & Toby Sull ivan. Amber Ihle & 
Todd Sommerfeld, BA '98. Sara Van0verbeke, 
BS '98, & Chris Wolf, BA '96. Christi Shonka, 
BA '98, & Mark Seehase. Tara Reisinger, BA 
'98, & Ross Barbatti . Brooke Mattson, BA '98, & 
Benjamin Osborn. Lisa Grapp, BA '98, & 
Stephen Orsborn. Kimberly Shepherd, BA '98, 
& Edward Bartels. Lisa Widlund, BS '98, & Tim 




' 70 Jack & Lesanne Brenneman 
Smehler, BA '76, Coralville, daughter, 
Katherine, born Nov. 16, 1998. 
' 8O James & Angela Quint Nespor, BM 
S ·8o, Winthrop, son, Quinton, born Oct. 
27, 1998. Sharon & Wayne Hammes, BA '86, 
Oskaloosa, son, John, born March 15, 1999. 
Laura & Mike Hay, BA '85, Cedar Falls, twins, 
son, Nathan, daughter, Sarah, born May 10, 1999. 
Matt & Jeryl Mortvedt Thibaudeau, BA '87, 
Northville, Ml, son, Aaron, born, Oct. 2, 1998. 
Michael, BA '87, & Anne Sullivan Laing, BA '87, 
Clive, daughter, Kaitlin, born Nov. 13, 1998. Jody 
& Samuel Wilson, BA '87, Denver, CO, son, 
Noah, born Nov. 12, 1998. 
' 90 Roger, BA '90, & Brenda Graham 
Scums, BA '93, Badger, son, James, 
born Feb. 11 , 1999. Anthony & Linda Tedore 
Davies, BA '90, Woodbury, MN, son, Peter, born 
Aug. 30, 1998. Todd & Elizabeth Arend 
Stowater, BA '90, Algona, son, Jay, born July 29, 
1998. Kevin & Beth Hardy Nordmeyer, BA '85; 
MA '91, Des Moines, son, Benjamin Chui, born in 
Korea, Nov. 3, 1996; twin sons, Samuel & Thomas, 
born, Aug. 24, 1998. Ron & Julie Stritesky 
Siepker, BA '91, Manson, son, Adam, born Sept. 
30, 1997. Ryan & Julie Applegate Wiese, BA 
'93, Holstein, daughter, Megan, born Jan. 24, 1998. 
Mark, BA '94, & Lori Lenton Kilburg, BA '94, 
Preston, son, Andrew, born, Apri l 21, 1999. Jim 
& Wendy Allen Henry, BA '94, Storm Lake, 
daughter, Katherine, born Dec. 26, 1998. Chris, 
BA '96, & Michelle Meyer DeMeyer, BA '93, 
Dike, daughter Olivia, born, Feb. I , 1999. Doug, 
BA '96, & Nicki Rudolph Olsen, BA '95, 
Davenport, daughter, Claire, born March 9, 1999. 
DEATHS 
' } o Mae Triplett Dansdill, 2-yr. ' 19, 
Srhornburg, died Jan. 26, 1999. 
'2O Ella Cowlishaw Bartley, 2-yr. '23, 
S Perry, died March 7, 1999. Ives Akers 
Miller, 2-yr. '24 , Conrad, died April 4, 1999. 
Hazel Livingston Engel, 2-yr. '25, Ackley, died 
Jan. 26, 1999. Christine Merfeld Staudt, 2-yr. 
'25, Stacyville, died March 30, 1999. Nelle 
Larson, 2-yr. '25, Waseca, died Feb. 16, 1999. 
Ellen Burgess Daly, 2-yr. '26, Cresco, died April 
12, 1999. Mabel Anderson Ruppert, BA'26, 
Rochester, MN, died March 26, 1999. Alma 
Ruther Hulse, 2-yr. '26, Westport, CT, died April 
7, 1999. Lois Little, BA'27, Sioux City, died Feb. 
I , 1999. Thelma Rekers, BA'28, Cedar Falls, died 
Dec. 15, 1998. Fearyl Hunt Taylor, 2-yr. '28, 
Monticello, died March 21, 1999. Margaret 
Dunkelberg Pratt, 2-yr. '29, Emmetsburg, died 
April 7, 1999. James G. Larson, BA'29, St. 
Petersburg Beach, FL, died March 9, 1999. Ralph 
LeMoine, BS'29, Waterloo, died Feb. 14, 1999. 
'3O.c!Evelyn Stiles, 2-yr. '30, West Liberty, 
i7died Feb. 19, 1999. Ruth Mosby 
Albrecht, 2-yr. '31, Dubuque, died Feb. 27, 1999. 
Ruth Jones Kinnamon, 2-yr. '31, Brooklyn, died 
Feb. 27, 1999. Alice Arney Lynk, I-yr. '30; 2-yr. '31, 
Marshalltown, died March 6, 1999. Velma Price 
Johnson, 2-yr. '31, Orange Park, FL, died April 14, 
1998. Eric Sheldahl, BA'32, Fort Dodge, died 
Nov. 21, 1998. Floyd Robinson, BS'32, Laguna 
Hills, CA, died April 3, 1999. Mary Ludwig 
Andrews, I-yr. '33, Burt, died March 30, 1999. 
Esther Dearchs Seney, 2-yr. '33, Indianola, died 
March 12, 1999. Ona Imboden Nelson, 2-yr. '33, 
Fort Calhoun, died March 13, 1999. Dorothy Bell 
Grove, I-yr. '33, Webster City, died March 20, 
1999. Phyllis Norman Achtemeier, 2-yr. '33, 
The Campanile was the result of almost twelve years of planning and work.The idea for the 
structure originated in 1914 with some of the 
school's alumni. This group wanted a memorial to the 
faculty, graduates, students, and friends of the 
college. They planned ini tia lly for a $12,000 
campanile funded wholly through donations. World 
War I halted progress, but after the war, the alumni 
planned an even grander $60,000 structure to be 
dedicated in 1926, the fiftieth anniversary of the 
college. 
Please reserve_ replica(s) of the 
Campanile@ $25 each $ _ __ _ 
Shipping & Handling at $4.95 per replica $ _ __ _ 
Subtotal $ ___ _ 
*Tax *(lowaresidentsadd5%salestax, $ _ __ _ 
Black Hawk County, add 6%,791, after<ktober 1, 1999) 
Total Amount $ ___ _ 
Name ______ _ _____ _ 
Address ____________ _ 
City,StateZIP+4 ________ __ _ 
Telephone(_) _________ _ 
The Campanile, designed by the State Board 
of Education architect, is about 101 feet ta ll. The wa lls 
of the Campanile range from 20 to 37 inches th ick. The 
base is built on a reinforced concrete fo undation that 
is 24 feet square and 6 feet deep. When the Campanile was dedicated on 
September 19, 1926, the carillon had fifteen bells weighing a total of 30,000 
pounds. 
The inscription on the base of the structure reads: "In Memory of 
Founders and Builders of the Iowa State Teachers College." 
Whether you were here in 1926 or 1996, the Campanile brings back 
special memories of the Iowa State Teachers College, State College of Iowa, 
and the University of Northern Iowa. Relive those fond memories by 
purchasing the official Campanile replica, the second in a limited edition series 
of UNI campus landmarks, produced by Liberty Classics and made available for 
sale exclusively by the University of Northern Iowa Alumni Association. Only 
1,000 replicas were produced and are each individually numbered. Reserve 
your piece of history today and cherish the memories again. 
E-mail ____________ _ 
Method of Payment 
D Check (Make payable to the UNI Alumni Association) 
0 Please charge my credit card. 
_ UNI Alumni Association MBNA America MasterCard 
_ Other MasterCard Discover _Visa 
# _______________ Exp Date__} 
Signature __________ _ 
Return your order form and payment to: 
The University of Northern Iowa Alumni Association 
ATTN: UNI Campus Replicas Offer 
204Commons 
Cedar falls, IA S0614-0284 
Or call (319)-273-ALUM or toll free 888-UNI-ALUM, or place your 
order on-line from our website at http://www.unialum.org 
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Marshalltown, died March 14, 1999. Elsie 
Bleckwenn Davis, 2-yr. '35, New Richmond, WI, 
died Feb. 26, 1999. Lelah Hanson Varner, 
BS'36, Kaukuna, died April 14, 1999. Robert 
Poeter, BA '37, Spencer, died March 28, 1999. 
Elizabeth Carver Stiefel, BA'38, Burlington, 
died Feb. 24, 1999. Pearl Colton Bradshaw, 
BA'38, McAllen, TX, died March 12, 1999. 
Mabryn "Connie" Schaefer Hensel, 2-yr. '39, 
Alexander, died March 16, 1999. Clara Porter 
Palo, 2-yr. '39, Corpus Christi, TX, died Dec. 11, 
1998. Cecil McBumey, 2-yr. '32; BS'39, Des 
Moines, died Feb. 20, 1999. 
MN, died July 31, 1998. Ida Jones Tasker, BA'49, 
Lone Tree, died March 28, 1999. Beryl Nuzum 
Hom, 2-yr. '49, Stephenville, TX, died Aug. 19, 
1995. Roland Eilertson, BA'49, Minneapolis, 
MN, died Jan. 16, 1998. Reuben Tesch, BA'49, 
Fairfield Bay, AR, died March 24, 1999. Dorothy 
Ott Schocker, 2-yr. '49, Anamosa, died Feb. 16, 
1999. Norma Sullivan, 2-yr. '49, died June, 1997. 
Barbourville, KY, died March 6, 1999. Merlin 
Papenheim, BA'61; MA'69, Des Moines, died Feb. 
23, 1999. 
' 70 Linda Barlow Hinz, BA'70, Iowa 
, 50 Delores Peterson Porter, 2-yr. '50, 
S Lake Mills, died April 3, 1999. 
' 4O Darlene Wagner Wilkinson, 2-yr. 
S ·41, Sherman, TX, died Feb. 25, 1999. 
Thomas J. Foster, BA'S 1, Dubuque, died March 
21, 1999. Ruth Hanson Whitley, 2-yr. '51; BA'52, 
Rescue, CA, died Feb. 24, 1999. Lyal Shirk, 
BA'52, Tacoma, WA, died Jan. 25, 1999. Gerald 
Dean Long, BA'56, Spokane, WA, died April, 
1999. Sarah Lily Jones, 2-yr. '52; BA'56, Des 
Moines, died March 31, 1999. Wanda Hembry 
Rinehart, BA'56, Princeton, MO, died April 7, 
1999. Carol Davis, BA'57, Hampton, died Feb. 
28, 1999. Russell "Don" Abney, BA'50; MA'58, 
Cedar Rapids, died March 21, 1999. Phillip 
Manahl, BA'58, Urbandale, died Feb. 13, 1999. 
Ethelyn McCord, MA'59, Douds, died March 7, 
1999. 
S Falls, died March 2, 1999. Charley 
Givhan Lee, BA'70, Milwaukee, WI, died Sept. I , 
1998. Marlene Chahal Elvers, BA'71, Iowa City, 
died March 27, 1999. Steven Lingua, BA'72, 
Waterloo, died Jan. 21, 1999. Gerald Schulz, 
BA'72, Fort Madison, died March 8, 1999. Alfred 
Baird, MA'74, Webster City, died March l, 1999. 
Dorothy Angell Hallberg, MA'75, Macon, GA, 
died Jan. 16, 1999. Paul Bruce Hansen, BA'77, 
Davenport, died March 6, 1999. Jerri Kurtz 
Brown, BA'78, Fort Dodge, died March 15, 1999. 
' 8O Pamela Dunning Bishop, BA'81 , 
S waterloo, died Nov. 30, 1998. Teri 
Sirpless Olson, BA'82, Marion, died Jan. 2, 1999. 
Mark Edward Christensen, BA'83, Webster City, 
died March 11 , 1999. Brad Wismer, BA'85, 
Mason City, died Dec. 6, 1998. 
Arline Aldred, 2-yr. '42, Cherokee, died March 
13, 1999. Randall Bebb, BA'42, Cedar Falls, died 
April 11, 1999. Mildred Downard Logan, 2-yr. 
'40, BA'42, San Bernardino, CA, died Feb. 10, 
1998. Dorothy Richter Beaver, 2-yr. '43, Sac 
City, died Feb. 25, 1999. Lindon Schaffer, BA'46, 
Milwaukee, WI, died Feb. 22, 1999. Elaine 
Gildemeister Gelhaus, 2-yr. '39; BA'47, 
Hubbard, died April 21, 1999. Rose Hart, 2-yr. 
'26; BA'48, Nora Springs, died March 22, 1999. 
Mary Ann Montag Bjonerud, 2-yr. '48, Mankato, 
MN, died March 18, 1999. Lois Marian Adams 
Bullock, 2-yr. '49, Anderson, died Aug. 3, 1995. 
Babette Michell Eilertson, BA'49, Minneapolis, 
'6 o.::!Ralph Bottorff, BA'60, Ann Arbor, Ml, 
.:7died Jan. I , 1999. Dennis Dimit, 
BA'52; MA'61, Fresno, CA, died March 31 , 1999. 
Jean Letch, 2-yr. '43; BA'55; MA'67; SpEd'69, 
' 9OsDavid Rague, BA'93, Newton, died 
March 14, 1999. Michael Krob, 
BA'95, Cedar Rapids, died April, 1999. 
Governance & Constituent Boards 
Iowa Board of Regents 
Owen J. Newlin, president, Des Moines 
Lisa E. Ahrens, Osage 
David J. Fisher, Des Moines 
Clarkson L. Kelly,Jr., Charles City 
Ellengray G. Kennedy, Bancroft 
Roger Lande, Muscatine 
David eil, Waterloo 
Beverly A. Smith, Waterloo 
Deborah Tumer, Mason City 
University of Northern Iowa 
Foundation Board of Trustees 
1999-2000 
Stan Askren '82, Muscatine, Iowa 
Robert Beach '51, Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Joy Cole Coming '51/54, Des Moines, Iowa 
Jan1es Dan1ron '62, Glendale, California 
Adele Whitenack Davis, Cedar Falls, Iowa, 
Singer Island, Florida 
Jan1es (Mike) Earley, Des Moines, Iowa 
Rex Eno, Vice Chair of the Board and 
Chair, Finance/Investment Committee, Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa 
Sally Carbaugh Frudden '55172, Charles City, 
Iowa 
Edward). Gallagher,Jr., Vice Chair of the 
Board, Waterloo, Iowa 
Charles Grassley '55/56, Washington, DC 
William Hager '69, Boca Raton, Florida 
Jorgen Heidemann '68, Danbury, Connecticut 
Camille Stephenson Hogan '73, Waterloo, Iowa 
R. Gordon Hoxie '40, 'ew York, ew York 
Robert D. Koob '62 , President of the Unil'ersity 
of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Wendell Lockard, Waterloo, Iowa 
David Oman '74, Des Moines, Iowa 
Francis Pardoe , Waterloo, Iowa 
\YI. Thomas Phillips '66, Des Moines, Iowa 
Joan Seroke Poe '52, Chair of the Board, Cedar 
Falls, Iowa 
LeRoy Redfem, Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Paul Rhines '65, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
James Slife '73, Waterloo, Iowa 
Beverly Page Smitl1 '83, Board of Regents 
Appointment, Waterloo, Iowa 
William Spencer Smith '73, Denver, Colorado 
James Whisenand '70, Miami, Florida 
Rick Young, Waterloo, Iowa 
fa-Officio Members: 
William D. Calhoun.Jr. '79, President of the 
Board, Vice President for University 
Advancement, University of orthem 
Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Jean Michaelsen Carlisle '78/81, Secretary of 
the Board, Administrative Assistant, 
University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, 
Iowa 
Kristine Camlin Even '93, Vice Treasurer of the 
Board, Director of Accounting, UNI 
Foundation, University of Northern Iowa, 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Gary Shontz '74/81, Treasurer of the Board, 
Controller, University of orthem Iowa, 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
University of Northern Iowa Alumni 
Association Board of Directors 1999-
2000 
Beth Ahrenholz '89, Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Carl Boyd '87, Chicago, Illinois, Vice President 
Glenn Boysen '33, Des Moines, Iowa 
Mary Pat Cole '77, Mason City, Iowa 
Joy Coming '54, Des ~loines, Iowa 
John Doak '59 '66, Grundy Center, Iowa 
Sandy Golz '67, Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Bruce Gulick '69 '77, Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Alinda Hakanson '70, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
Donna Hannan '47, Waterloo, Iowa 
Phillip Johnson '67 '68, Mason City, Iowa 
Caroline Keiser '85, Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Greg Lundgren '73, Davenport, Iowa, President 
Elect 
Linda Lundstrom Cook '89, Des Moines, Iowa 
Lillian Nichols '67, Bridgewater, Iowa, 
President 
Charles Papousek '54, Lake Forest, Illinois 
Richard Price '67, Colorado Springs, CO 
Reid Richards '7 I, Bloomington, Illinois 
Beverly Riess '78, Des Moines, Iowa, Past 
President 
Tom Sheldal1l '58, West Des Moines, Iowa 
Ken Smith '65, Clive, Iowa 
George Stigler '72, Waterloo, Iowa 
Eric Stoneman '89, Libertyville, Illinois 
Lee 111omson '56 '59, Waterloo, Iowa 
Nicole Wee '93 '97, DeKalb, Illinois 
Paul Whitmore '56, Des Moines, Iowa 
Evelyn Yeaton '41 , Oak Park, Illinois 
fa-Officio Members: 
Susan Chilcott, Director, Office of Public 
Relations 
Noreen Hennansen '71, Executive Director and 
Secretary, U I Alumni Association 
Andrea Nechanicky, SM Vice President of 
Alumni Relations 
Gary Shontz '74 '81 , U I Controller 
Chris Wolf '96, Assistant Director, Office of 
Alumni Relations 
U IPA Board of Directors 
1999-2000 
Terry '69, '74 and Kay Bahl, Treynor, Iowa 
Conrad '71, '73 & Jeannette '73 Baumler, 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
Reed and Carol Brenden, Cedar Falls, Iowa 
James &Jaiiice Brock, Dubuque, Iowa 
Jeaimine and Frank Cobb, Wichita, Kansas 
Robert and Pam De\Vaay, UNIPA Presidents, 
Des Moines, Iowa 
Dave and Judy Dickey, Packwood, Iowa 
Ben '76 & Echo Guenther, Boone, Iowa 
T. H. '74 ai1d Carolynne '74 Hoefing, Manson, 
Iowa 
Timothy '74 and Jean '74 Lindgren, Waterloo, 
Iowa 
Connie and Walter Miller, Reinbeck, Iowa 
Mark and Joleen echanicky, Buckingham, 
Iowa 
Christine and Jerry Reicks, Sioux City, Iowa 
Dale and Diai1e Repass, Clinton, Iowa 
Richard and Judy Rue, Ankeny, IA 
Don and Darla Sieverding, Bellevue, IA 
Charter Club Presidents 1999-2000 
Cedar Valley, Linda Staff Smith '67 
Cedar Rapids/Iowa City, Gary Sundberg 
'78 
Chicago, Carolyn \Y/eseman Golman '68 and 
Barbara Illian '70 
Dallas/Ft. Worth, Jon Shepherd '90 
Des Moines, Mark Yontz '91 
Dubuque, Michael Braimon '91 
Kansas City, Julie Wood Stoll '85 
Lincoln/Omaha/Council Bluffs, Mark 
Morisky '75 
Los Angeles, Brad Halverson '95 
Mason City, Karen Dole '73 
Northeast Wisconsin, Tom Schoffelman 
'88 
Phoenix, Jason Han1rock '96 
Rochester, tba 
Rocky Mountain, Rick Price '67 
Seattle, Bill Donnelly '82 




Perspective · -~ 
Responding to violence and intolerance: 
the importance of religious literacy 
by Martha J. Reineke, associate professor of Philosphy and Religion 
s my daughter watched the news 
from Kosovo recently, she asked 
ne if she would ever become a 
refugee. "No," I reassured her, "it will 
never happen here." But her questions 
give me pause. With what confidence 
do any of us believe that we are 
insulated from violent forces of 
nationalism, cultural, and religious 
difference? After all, civil strife fueled 
by religious difference seems always in 
the headlines: yesterday it was 
rorthern Ireland; today it is Kosovo and 
Kashmir. The Constitution of the nited 
States seemingly pre erves Americans in 
our own backyards from the forces of 
religious intolerance. The early 
colonists, escaping religious persecution 
elsewhere, made religious pluralism 
synonymous with the American 
experiment in democracy. But 
American history does record episodes 
of religiously charged violence. During 
the Civil War, white Southerners drew 
on a biblical heritage to argue that 
slavery was the plan of God. In the 
19th century also, anti-Catholic uprisings 
led to repeated episodes of mob 
violence in ortheastern cities. In the 
early 20th centu1y, the Klan fueled 
widespread anti-Catholic fervor and anti-
Semitism. In light of this mixed record, 
if religiously motivated civil strife 
concerns us, we are best advised to 
exchange reassuring platitudes for 
focused effort. 
What strategies do enable us to 
maintain a society in which religious 
tolerance is a Constitutional and cultural 
value? The academic study of religion at 
U I, which draws on the tools of such 
disciplines as history, sociology, 
philosophy, and anthropology to 
illuminate today's complex religious 
landscape, exemplifies one contribution 
to such an effort. In planning our 
curriculum, my colleagues and I 
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recognize that conditions hospitable to 
religious liberty are forged first, not 
under circumstances of acute conflict, 
but in the day-to-day commerce of our 
lives. Because ignorance fuels fears of 
difference, we emphasize also that 
enhanced religious literacy is key to 
tolerance. Our challenge is to develop 
UNI students' religious literacy in order 
to facilitate their capacity for citizenship 
within a democratic society and global 
environment and to enable them to 
assert competent and caring leadership 
in their communities and chosen 
professions. 
For example, our general education 
course, "Religions of the World," 
supports education for global 
citizenship. Because students in this 
course enhance their knowledge of 
other cultures, they are better able to 
offer elected leaders informed views 
about US foreign policy initiatives. But 
our graduates do not only experience 
the world religions from afar. A new 
initiative, "Religions of the World for 
Business," addresses the impact of 
technological advances, international 
commerce, and affordable travel on 
career choices of our UNI 
graduates who, in increasing 
numbers, anticipate international 
contacts in their chosen careers. 
Another initiative, "Religions of 
the World in Iowa," intends to 
prepare U graduates who 
remain in Iowa to address new 
questions in their workplace and 
communities that attest to a 
changing religious landscape in 
Iowa. 
New questions abound. A 
police officer in Des Moines has 
had to determine if persons he 
was observing were burning ritual 
money on behalf of their 
ancestors, in celebration of the 
Vietnamese ew Year, or destroying 
evidence of a counterfeit ring. City 
officials in Waterloo have adjudicated 
between requests from the local Islamic 
community for an I Jamie cemetery and 
their neighbors' concerns. An Iowa 
teacher has sought new strategies for 
her classroom in order that children 
with diverse religious backgrounds not 
experience ridicule from their peers 
when they observed distinct dietary 
practices at lunch. A Midwestern 
accounting firm has considered how to 
accommodate its newest CPA, a devote 
Orthodox Jew, who leaves the office 
early on Fridays so that she can begin 
the Sabbath before sundown. 
As courses in the academic study of 
religion contribute to enhanced religious 
literacy, they prepare U graduates for 
question-filled futures likely to be 
characterized by increasing religious 
diversity at home and continuing 
religious conflict abroad. By replacing 
ignorance of others' religious traditions 
with knowledge, these courses too 
enable our graduates to help sustain 












Toward a better community, 
one student at a time 
After relocating to Waterloo, Iowa, Marcia Rellihan 
('79) and Stephen Styron, both physicians, saw a 
void they could meet in their community. The 
Rellihan/Styron Minority Scholarship was created to 
financially assist minority females, with the emphasis 
on local students attending a local university. 
"We came to Waterloo from the military, where 
integration and equal opportunity are so well-
established and institutionalized, no one thinks twice 
about a minority supervisor or co-worker. What we 
saw in this community made us realize how many 
people need assistance to reach their maximum 
potential. We hope the help these students receive 
from our scholarship will be shared with others, so the 
gift will continue to bring advancement to the 
community as a whole." 
Jondrea Bagsby: meeting the 
challenge 
Janet McClain may not have known it at the time, but 
she made a big impression on a small girl in Waterloo, 
Iowa. McClain, an education professor at the 
University of Northern Iowa, was a great role model 
for Jondrea Bagsby, who got to know Janet at church. 
Jondrea knew she, too, could become an influential 
teacher. But first, her family needed the funds to send 
her to UNI. And second, she knew she'd have to work 
hard to make the grades. 
Jondrea became the first recipient of the 
Rellihan/Styron scholarship. The first part of her plan 
fell into place. "I had always hoped to come to UNI, 
but I knew it would be hard for my family to send me 
and my brother to school. Their scholarship makes the 
difference." 
Her scholarship also is helping fulfill the second part 
of her plans. "To keep the scholarship you have to 
maintain good grades," Jondrea says. "It motivates 
me to work harder. I have a standard to meet." 
D I 
" Stephen Styron and Marcia Rellihan ('79) 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
205 Commons 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614-0282 
Telephone (319) 273-6078 · (800) 782-9522 
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